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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Currently, there is no commercial mixed waste disposal available in the United States. Storage
• and treatment for commercial mixed waste is limited. Host States and compact region officials are

encouraging their mixed waste generators to minimize their mixed wastes because of management
limitations. This document provides a guide to mixed waste minimization.

The overall objective of a waste minimization program is to implement waste practices that
achieve a realistic reduction in the total generation of wastes. The success of any waste reduction
program depends on the support of management--both financially and structurally. However, without
the entire organization's cooperation and commitment to waste minimization, the program will not
be successful. Management and employee commitment will require training and awareness, awards
and recognition, and information exchange.

Other key phases to a successful minimization program are

• Problem definition--Identify waste generation problems

• Process definition--Conceptualize techniques for minimizing wastes

- Substituting process inputs

- Modifying or redesigning end products

- Reformulating or redesigning production process

- Changing material usage, handling and storage practices

- Using onsite or offsite recycling technologies

- Eliminating contact of hazardous and radioactive streams

• Process development--Once waste sources have been identified and waste

minimization options have been conceptualized, evaluate and implement options into
the minimization process

• Document and communicate results--Report lessons learned and successful results to
public groups through reports, presentations, and newspaper articles.

These waste minimization activities can help reduce operating, storage, and disposal costs and
increase efficiency in an operation.
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Guidelines for Mixed Waste Minimization

" 1. INTRODUCTION

This document discusses the subject of mixed wastes and serves as a guide to minimize

mixed waste generation. Section 1 contains the definition of mixed wastes and an overview of

the regulations that govern the storage, treatment, and disposal of mixed wastes. Sections 2-8

address the topic of mixed waste minimization in both philosophy and practice. Appendix A

provides a guide for determining mixed wastes. Appendix B contains forms for voluntarily

assessing the status of a waste minimization program. Appendix C contains U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) cost in[brmation forms that can be used as an aid for determining

the economic impact of waste minimization. Appendix D is a survey of technologies for

treating mixed wastes. Waste treatment is the processing of a waste after it has been generated

and before it is disposed. Treating waste is not waste minimization but is included in this

document because several States have mixed waste in storage that will require treatment, lt is

recognized that many generators of mixed wastes have developed a waste minimization

program, but this document may help to further that program. Although this document will be

a useful guide, it is not a substitute for consulting with the applicable Federal and State laws

and regulations.

1.1 Definition of Mixed Wastes

Mixed low-level radioactive waste (Mixed LLW) as defined by the EPA and the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is

Waste that satisfies the definition of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) in the
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 (LLRWPAA) and
contains hazardous waste that either (1) is listed as a hazardous waste in
Subpart D of 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 261 or (2) causes the
LLW to exhibit any of the hazardous waste characteristics identified in Subpart C
of 40 CFR Part 261. (See Appendix A Attachment in this document.)

Prior to the July 3, 1986, EPA notice, mixed waste was handled only as radioactive
waste.

Many activities produce mixed waste including biological and genetic research,

commercial nuclear power plant operation, and medical diagnostics. Examples of mixed waste
streams include



• Polychlorinated biphenyls-bearing solvents, lead-based paints, lead-acid batteries,
lead shielding, and spent Freon that have become radiologically contaminated

• Radioactive solutions used in biological research (i.e., to extract radiolabeled
deoxyribonucleic acid) that contain mixtures of chloroform and phenols

• Scintillation fluids containing radioactive solvents from medical diagnostics [see
10 CFR 306 (a) for possible exemptions pertaining to scintillation fluids].

Much of the research in medicine and physiology and many medical diagnostic

techniques could not be performed without the use of radiolabeled compounds that produce

mixed wastes. Eliminating mixed waste production altogether would necessitate eliminating

some beneficial production as weil.

More detailed information on determining mixed waste is provided in Appendix A.

1.2 Regulatory Responsibilities Pertaining to Mixed Wastes

This section presents an overview of regulatory responsibilities for low-level mixed waste.

Appendix A provides 40 CFR 261.20, Subparts C and D.

1.2.1 Low-Level Radioactive Waste Regulatory Responsibility

The regulatory framework that governs the treatment, storage, and disposal of mixed

waste can be confusing. This confusion results from how regulations governing mixed waste

evolved into their present form. An explanation of the origin of these regulations and who

enforces them follows.

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA), as amended, brought into effect the first

regulations governing the commercial management of most of the radioactive materials used in

the private sector. The AEA established the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) to perform

licensing and regulatory functions over the commercial and government sectors. The Energy

Reorganization Act of 1974 (42 USC 5811 et seq.), as amended, delegated most of these

regulatory and licensing duties to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for the government
sector and the NRC for the commercial sector.

The amendments of the AEA allow for some of the regulatory powers of the NRC to be

relinquished to the States. This relinquishment must be by formal agreement, and these States

must maintain regulations and programs that are compatible with those of the NRC. Not ali

States have become "Agreement States," and not ali Agreement States have been granted the
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same regulatory authority. Table 1 provides a list of Agreement States. (The agreement status

of States is subject to change. The present status of a State should be verified to ensure

proper compliance.)

With the enactment of the LLRWPAA (42 USC 2021b et seq.), States were given the

responsibility of providing for disposal of ali commercially generated LLW within their borders.

States could carry out this responsibility on their own or with other States.

1.2.2 Hazardous Waste Regulatory Responsibility

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) was enacted as an amendment to the

Solid Waste Disposal Act (SWDA). The purpose of RCRA is to regulate the storage,

treatment, and disposal of hazardous wastes. The EPA develops and enforces regulations

under the RCRA statute. The EPA can delegate some of their regulatory duties to the States

similar to the manner in which the NRC delegates some authority to the Agreement States. In

order to become "States of Final Authority," the State must maintain a program that is at least

as stringent as that of the EPA.

One of the most important environmental legislative actions with regard to hazardous

waste minimization was the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) to RCRA in

1984, which the EPA incorporated into the existing hazardous waste regulations on July 15,

1985 (50 FR 28702). In these amendments, Congress stated:

The Congress hereby declares that it is to be a national policy of the United
States that, where feasible, the generation of hazardous waste is to be reduced or
eliminated as expeditiously as possible. Waste nonetheless should be treated,
stored, or disposed of so as to minimize the present and future threat to human
health and the environment.

The impact of the HSWA is that every generator of hazardous waste must establish a

waste minimization program. The HSWA does not provide guidance on how a generator is to

manage a waste minimization program or even what actions constitute waste minimization.

1.2.3 Mixed Waste Regulatory Responsibility

Until the early 1980s, wastes that met the definition of LLW, even if the waste

container, a hazardous component, were almost always managed as LLW. This probably

resulted from the assumption that the radioactive risk of the waste outweighed the risk from

the hazardous components; strong acids or bases were exceptions to this rule. Furthermore,



Table 1. Agreement States as of September 1991.a

Alabama Kentucky North Dakota
Arizona Louisiana Oregon "

Arkansas Maryland Rhode Island
California Mississippi South Carolina
Colorado Nebraska Tennessee
Florida Nevada Texas

Georgia New Hampshire Utah
Illinois New Mexico Washington
Iowa New York

Kansas North Carolina

a. Current as of October 1, 1991.



most isolation procedures for radioactive material would simultaneously isolate the hazardous
materials.

Throughout the 1980s, EPA's authority over the management of mixed wastes increased.

In 1987, the EPA and NRC coissued Guidance on the Definition and Ic. '.ntification of

" Commercial Mixed Low-Level Radioactive and Hazardous Waste and Answer_ to Anticipated

Questions (1987).

1.3 Storage, Treatment, and Disposal Problems Related to
Mixed Waste

The dual regulatory responsibility governing treatment, storage, and disposal of mixed

wastes has contributed to a shortage of storage, treatment, and disposal options for mixed

waste. For a facility to accept mixed waste for storage, treatment, or disposal, that facility must

be licensed under the AEA (either by an Agreement State, or by the NRC if in a

nonagreement State) for the disposal of LLW and must also be permitted under RCRA (by

either the EPA or by a State of final authority) for treatment or disposal of hazardous waste.

The LLRWPAA of 1980 encouraged States to form interstate compacts to develop new

disposal facilities for LLW. Compact regions are groups of States that have agreed to

codevelop disposal capabilities, usually with one State agreeing to host the facility. As a result,

there are now nine compacts that comprise 40 States. The remaining 10 States are responsible

for developing their own disposal capabilities. These same compacts and the unaffiliated States

and territories are also responsible for developing their own low-level mixed LLW disposal

sites.



2. MIXED WASTE MINIMIZATION

Several features determine the success of a mixed waste minimization program. Listed

below are development and implementation phases of successful waste minimization programs,
and Sections 3 through 8 provide detailed descriptions of these phases. A waste minimization

methodology provided in Section 3 shows the individual phases and their interaction.

• Management commitment at ali levels

- Employee training to recognize waste minimization opportunities

- Tracking waste generation (both hazardous and radioactive components of
waste stream)

- Assigning cost of waste management to the individual process

• Problem definition

- Identifying waste sources

- Collecting and reviewing data

• Process definition

- Conceptualizing waste minimization options

° - Preparing alternatives

• Process development

- Performing general screening and evaluation of options

- Performing detailed evaluation of options

- Modifying criteria

• Designing and implementing management plans

• Documenting and communicating lessons learned and successful results.

Taking into account the varied sources of mixed wastes, not ali waste minimization
programs will use ali of these features.

i
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3. MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT

Management commitment helps to ensure that ali levels of personnel understand the
need to adopt a new way of looking at waste generation. Minimizing waste inherently means
considering changes in the way a business operates in order to affect the overall material
balance of the facility, even if the facility seems to be operating "satisfactorily" at the time.

" However, when a business minimizes its wastes, it may improve the conversion of raw materials
into finished products, transform waste into useful by-products that can be recycled, and realize
a cost savings in waste management activities.

Management commitment is as important to a successful waste minimization program as
it is to other organizational commitment to waste minimization goals and successful safety,
quality, energy reduction, or cost-savings programs. Successful programs require two forms of
management commitment: (a) written directives stating program objectives and (b) allocation
of resources to achieve waste minimization objectives.

Directives from management should include

• A written mission statement signed by senior level personnel.

• Measurable goals (such as 50% reduction in the first 2 years and a 20% reduction
in the following 3 years).

• Incentives to ensure the goals are achieved to the highest degree possible. Several
types of incentives can be used. Employee awards such as dinners, cash, and
prizes or similar awards for the departments or units that meet or exceed their
goals are examples of positive program awards. Other incentives include
reassigning the cost of the waste production, storage, treatment, and disposal to
the individual generator such that it impacts their "bottom line."

• Periodic reporting to management of progress toward goals.

To achieve the waste minimization program's objectives, resources must be allocated to

° Provide experienced staff to define tasks, assign priorities, participate in committee
meetings, evaluate progress, and report back to management.

• Provide capital to implement changes that will minimize wastes within the
framework of profitability objectives, lt may be necessary to waive the normal
return on investment criteria to justify additional capital for waste minimization
because it is more regulatory driven than profit driven. It is important to note
that some of the early efforts at waste minimization were not initiated to minimize
waste in the current regulatory parlance. Many early waste minimization efforts
were really efforts to increase productivity because materials that were produced
as waste cannot be sold as product. Raw material, energy, and capital were used



to make the waste rather than product. By increasing the product yield and
recovery, and thereby minimizing waste, more profit is realized; raw materials,
energy, and capital are used to produce product, not waste. In many cases, the
value of the additional product or reduced raw material and energy use was
greater than the cost for waste disposal.

• Implement an internal publicity campaign that educates ali employees and
emphasizes the reasons for waste minimization. Detail the cost savings,
productivity increases, and reduced liability for the waste produced.

For waste minimization, enthusiastic endorsement by management is required to help
people overcome the opinion that no further improvements can be made to "mature" processes.

Although resistance to considering process changes may be encountered, it usually dissipates
when the benefits are recognized.

3.1 Training Employees

A comprehensive training program is essential to help educate those involved in

implementing a waste minimization program. A training program should meet the letter, intent,
and spirit of the minimization program. The training should help make employees aware of the

role of minimization to the company, what the individual role of each employee should be, the
financial and environmental impacts waste has, and empower employees to seek ways to
eliminate or minimize waste by taking advantage of opportunities present in their own jobs.

It is important to provide training that is directly and immediately applicable to

employees in varying positions. Waste minimization goals, objectives, and accomplishments
might be incorporated into annual job performance evaluations for managers and employees to
help encourage waste minimization efforts.

3.2 Tracking Waste Generation

Once management has provided directives and resources for the waste minimization

program and training has been implemented, it is important to develop a method for measuring
progress toward achieving those goals. Management should implement a tracking system to

provide data needed to assign (and if necessary reassign) priorities that maximize the program's
effectiveness. This tracking system will also allow the generator to provide documentation

about the waste minimization program as required by the various State and Federal agencies.



The most effective systems measure and report quantities of waste by its chemical and

physical charactelistics, radiological isotope and activity, and waste stream generation process.
When a waste is generated by more than one process or source, the tracking system should be

able to distinguish between the quantities of waste from each.

" Businesses often try to estimate the quantities of waste generated by using purchasing

records or by applying unit ratios to production data. However, more accurate and meaningful
tracking data are generated most often by directly measuring the quantities of waste.

Manufacturing processes have two kinds of output that can change when production conditions
change• These two outputs are the products and the waste. Quality assurance (QA) programs
usually measure the quality and qaantity of products to verify that the manufacturing process

performed as expected. These methods of measurement can also be applied to the production
of waste• Measuring the quantities and composition of waste (in effect, "QAing" the waste)

yields more accurate data than do estimates.

Direct, routine measurement of the quantities and composition of waste provides an
added benefit for waste minimization programs. Variations in process operating conditions

often change the quantity or composition of the waste more dramatically than the quantity or

quality of the products. Routinely monitoring the quantities and composition of the waste
provides real-time data that often identify process problems before the quantity or quality of

the products are changed enough to be noticed; therefore, waste is minimized by more quickly
identifying process problems (unwanted or unexpected changes in process conditions such as
temperature or feed-rate variations)•

3.3 Assigning Cost of Waste Management to the Individual Process

One effective way to involve front-line supervision in a waste minimization program is to

assign the cost for managing a waste to the individual production unit that generates the waste.

This strategy can have two benefits.

First, information about the economic impact of the generation of waste is provided
directly to the people who have the most influence on those costs• Often, waste management

costs are collected on a plant-wide or division-wide basis and then allocated along with the
other general and administrative costs to individual processes as one overhead cost. When

waste management costs are diluted in the plant overhead, the front-line supervisors often feel
tha, minimizing waste has little impact on the financial performance of their individual
processes. However, when the cost of waste management is assigned as line items to financial

statements of the individual processes, supervisors can directly monitor the economic impact of

generating waste just as they monitor costs for labor, maintenance, raw materials, and other
• items. Generating the waste also requires raw materials, energy, labor, and capital. If the raw



materials, energy, labor, and capital for producing and collecting the waste can also be added to

the generator's cost ledger, the incentive to reduce the waste can be more powerful. This
approach to accounting for the costs of waste management informs the people who make daily
decisions concerning waste generation of the costs of these decisions. This often has the net
effect of convincing supervisors and operators of the merits of waste minimization became the
results of their work can be seen directly.

Second, assigning waste management costs to individual production units identifies those

processes that generate a larger quantity of waste than other processes. When waste
management costs are not assigned to individual production units, these large-volume processes
are often not identified. Frequently, 80% of the waste is attributable to only 20% of the

processes. When this 80:20 rule applies, priorities can be assigned to focus waste minimization
efforts on the limited number of waste sources that generate the majority of waste and the

associated waste management costs.

Assigning costs of waste management to individual production units usually involves a
simple adjustment in the accounting procedures. Although resistance to changing the

accounting procedures is occasionally encountered, it easily can be overcome. The accounting
change can simply mimic the same procedures that allocate the cost for raw materials to the
departments that consume them.
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4. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Wastes cannot be minimized until the problems associated with the waste generation are

identified and the solutions to these oroblems are defined, developed, and implemented. These

three elements (define, develop, and implement) of successful waste minimization programs

create an atmosphere for examining current ways of generating wastes and then managing

them. Successful waste minimization programs have shown that

• Ali waste-producing processes can be represented by a generic flow diagram as
shown in Figure 1.

• Process waste generation can be reduced or eliminated.

• Discarded materials can be generically categorized as by-products, raw materials
(or impurities in the raw materials), process solvents, or catalysts.

• Identifying the true source of a specific discharge helps to categorize the type of
source control approach that should be evaluated.

Figure 2 presents a waste minimization methodology, which shows the identification,
conceptualization, and implementation phases.

Waste minimization involves the logic of going through a process backwards, that is, from
the end of the pipe back into the process steps that lead to the final discharge stream. The
contributing steps to the waste must be known before the minimization method can be defined.
The problem definition activity also identifies data gaps and helps set priorities for filling those
data gaps. This section discusses the first phase, problem definition.

4.1 Identifying Waste Sources

The first step in problem definition is identifying the waste source before trying to

conceptualize, develop, and implement solutions. The most effective problem definition

activities seek to place the true sources of the waste into one of the following categories

relating waste generation to the way the process is (a) engineered, (b) operated, (c) maintained,

or to (d) process dynamics/chemistry. Appendix A provides generator information to determine

if mixed waste is being generated, and the waste assessment form described in Section 4.2.1 will

help categorize the waste source.

Categorizing the waste source is important because it identifies the category of the

solutions that should be evaluated, streamlines the waste minimization activities, and limits the

" number of alternatives to only those solutions addressing that category. For example, depleted

uranium may be used as a catalyst in the process of producing ",crylonitrile. The waste from

• this process will include acrylonitrile contaminated uranium. Since acrylonitrile is a listed waste

11
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(U009) and uranium is radioactive, this creates a mixed waste stream. Iron bismuth can be

substituted as the catalyst in this process, thus eliminating the mixed waste stream. The iron
bismuth contaminated with acrylonitrile may still be RCRA regulated waste, or may be recycled.
However, as long as depleted uranium is used as a catalyst, that specific mixed waste will be

produced in some quantity regardless of how many engineering, operating, or maintenance
changes are contemplated. The only way to minimize mixed waste generation is to consider
changes to the process chemistry that allows the substitution of a catalyst that does not contain

depleted uranium.

4.2 Collecting and Reviewing Data

The second step in problem definition is collecting and reviewing ali available data

pertaining to the waste generation and treatment. These data can include process chemistry,
flow sheets, and material balances pinpointing known waste sources. Compilation and review
of these waste characterization data summarize ali that is known about the "what, how much,
how, why, and when" for the waste generation. Problem definition differs from a traditional

waste characterization in that waste characterization only answers "what and how much."

Frequently, the available data are not sufficient to completely answer the questions of
"what, how much, how, why, and when" wastes are generated. For example, known losses of a
process solvent may account for only half the losses indicated by inventory records. In those

situations, an in-depth review of ali waste sources within a process provides valuable

information pertaining to the generation of wastes. This activity includes sampling and analysis
of individual process waste steams and observing the process to provide insight into the true

sources of the waste, i.e., whether they are related to the process chemistry or how the

equipment used to carry out the chemistry is designed, operated, or maintained.

Identifying the true waste source is more than a simple waste characterization that only
defines "how much and what" wastes are generated. Successful problem definition also

determines "how, why, and when" wastes are generated. Answering these three additional
questions is critical to determining the true waste source. Also, problem definition and

collection and review of ali pertinent data are not linear steps. These steps should be used
interactively to ensure thorough study of the waste generation process under review.

An example of the benefits of determining "how, why, and when" wastes are generated is
when calculated losses of solvents from known discharges do not completely acc'_unt for known

consumption based on inventory, and purchasing records. When the process is observed and

reviewed from the specific viewpoint of discharges, the location and nature of previously
unidentified losses can be determined. Identifying the waste source (i.e., location and nature of

the losses) makes the solution development and implementation more straightforward.

14



The output of problem definition is a summary of the economic and environmental

impacts of the waste generation process being reviewed. This summary provides the basis for
later waste minimization prioritizing activities so that the most significant problems are

• addressed first.

b

4.2.1 Waste MinimizationAssessment Form

A waste minimization assessment form allows the generator to quickly determine the
sources of the subject waste. A sample form is included in Appendix B. The first part of the

assessment form requests basic generator information and descriptions of the major process at
the location being assessed. A description of any existing waste minimization programs is
requested to help evaluate the existing program. In addition, raw materials (including catalysts

and solvents) are identified along with the quantities used and are evaluated and prioritized by
their contribution to waste management impacts as part of the evaluation's economic analysis.

The second part of the assessment details each waste stream. The quantity and source
of the stream is identified. The source may be defined as a process or several pieces of

equipment, not just the equipment from which the stream is discharged. For example, in the
distillation of a product with an impurity, the source of the impurity may not be the distillation

column from which it is discharged, lt could be either a chemical processing unit upstream of
the distillation column or a part of the raw material feed. lt is important to identify the true

source of the waste in order to apply effective waste minimization techniques.

The third part of the assessment investigates the waste source. As discussed previously,

ali waste sources fall into one of the following categories: (a) engineering design,
(b) operations, (c) maintenance, or (d) process chemistry. By categorizing the waste source,
potential minimization options can be quickly identified.

After the waste source is categorized, it then can be placed into one or more of the
following classifications:

. Raw materials that passed through the process unreacted
(Incomplete conversion of propylene to acrylonitrile)

° Product that was not recovered

(Acrylonitrile that is lost in the catalyst purge stream)

,i
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• Impurities in the raw material
(Small amounts of propane or butane in the propylene feed stream
that must be disposed of, invariably with some product carryover)

• Catalysts or solvents that are .not recycled
(The depleted uranium in the catalyst purge stream that is not recovered)

° Useful by-products that are not recovered
(Acetonitrile is also produced in the process in low yields and is not recovered)

• Nonuseful by-products that are made in the process and do not have any current
use. (Various nitration products that have no current use are produced in the
process and must be disposed.)

For example, one method of producing acrylonitrile is by the reaction of propylene and
air over a catalyst containing depleted uranium. Many by-products and other nitration

materials are produced. The catalyst must also be periodically replaced. The process produces
a number of mixed waste streams.

Classification of the wastes in this manner provides a unique perspective. Suppose a

waste generated from a distillation that is fed from a chemical reaction processing unit (reactor)

contains a large amount of unreacted raw material and nonuseful by-products, and the
assessment has indicated that the process chemistry or operations produce the waste. The clear

indication is that the waste minimization program for this waste should focus on the process

chemistry and operation of the reactor. In addition to disposal and treatment costs, this

represents increased raw material use and product losses. If the process chemistry or
operations could be modified so that the waste is reduced or eliminated, then the generation of
waste would be minimized and a cost savings could be realized. Placing the components of
each waste into one of the six classifications is a key step in clarifying the method, costs, and
benefits of waste minimization.

The assessment forms request additional information including current treatment

parameters and costs, permit requirements, and other regulatory data. This information is
needed to ensure that waste minimization proposals that may result from the assessment do not

adversely affect those current treatment systems within regulatory guidelines. Figure 2 shows a

generic process flow from a waste perspective and prompts the assessor for the required
information.

Waste characterization (the determination of chemical components, physical form,
hazardous characteristics, and concentration) is only part of an effective waste minimization
assessment. The characterization survey, which is usually conducted separately or as a part of

an assessment, only identifies the waste composition and characteristics and does not identify
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the source and cause of the waste in the same manner as the waste minimization assessment.

Waste characterizations, by definition, only identify what is produced, whereas the waste
minimization assessment looks for causes and possible solutions to minimize the production of

• the waste as its primary goal. Properly done, however, the waste characterization study can be

a valuable part of a waste minimization assessment and subsequent waste minimization
• programs.

4.2.2 Waste MinimizationAudits

To collect the data required for the problem definition, someone knowledgeable of the

process must perform an audit. The output of the audit allows for the evaluation of waste
generation from a cost standpoint and provides for an analysis of the waste minimization needs.

The audit identifies the impact of waste generation and analyzes the economic potential for
minimization, lt is also very effective in evaluating existing waste minimization programs by

providing an independent review or supplementing them by providing useful input.
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5. PROCESS DEFINITION

Process definition includes those activities that conceptualize options for minimizing
t,

wastes. Most companies already have approaches for changing their production facilities to

increase capacity, convert raw materials, improve quality, or reduce energy consumption. These
same approaches can be used for conceptualizing waste minimization options and possible
alternatives because ali of these activities involve chemical engineering applications. In

successful waste minimization programs, innovative solutions depend on

• Accurate problem definition

° Effectively determining options that addresses the waste problem.

Appendix B provides guidance on technologies for treating mixed waste, and Appendix C
contains forms that were developed for evaluating the cost of waste minimization optiot_s.
During the process definition phase, there should be no attempts to evaluate the options. The

purpose of the process definition phase is to generate as many options from as many
technology categories as possible. If evaluations are attempted at this time, the process wili get

bogged down, and some options will be overlooked.

Process waste generation is not necessarily inevitable. A brainstorming session can be

very effective in conceptualizing a creative, yet simple, approach to minimizing waste. The key
is to avoid the tendency to believe that no further improvements can be made to a mature

process.

5.1 Conceptualizing Mixed Waste Minimization Options

After the waste generation problems and waste sources are identified, the next step is

determining possible waste minimization options. Potential waste minimization options can be

identified by onsite engineers and operators, corporate engineering staff, literature searches,
trade associations, government environmental agencies, university research laboratories,

equipment vendors, or consultants.

Waste minimization options usually fall into the following categories:

• Improvements requiring only equipment repairs or changes in operating
procedures that become obvious after the specific waste source of discharge has
been identified. Examples include repairing leaking pump seals or moving
hazardous materials out of rad'.'_active areas to prevent their contamination.
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• Simple improvements in operating procedures that require some form of simple
testing. Two examples are kettle washes as the makeup water for the next batch,
or minor modification of a recipe to reduce the amount of excess raw material.

• Process changes requiring significant development work and/or capital
expenditures. Providing additional capacity for chemical reaction, distillation,

• extraction, or stripping is an example. A:aother example is recovery of lost
product that may require extensive testing to verify proper separation from
unwanted by-products.

• Addition of an extra system to reduce the discharge of a specific component at the
source. Separation and recovery of a valuable material or oxidation of a
troublesome component are two examples.

To further breakdown waste minimization options, use these seven technology
classifications:

• Substitute process inputs
• Modify or redesign end products
• Reformulate or redesign production processes
• Change material usage, handling, or storage practices
• Use closed-loop reclamation, reuse, or recycling
• Use onsite or offsite recycling technologies
• Eliminate contact of hazardous and radioactive streams.

5.1.1 Substitute Process Inputs

The substitution of nonhazardous, less-hazardous, nonradioactive, or less-radioactive

inputs into the process stream can reduce the volume or hazard (including chemical hazard or

radiological hazard) of the waste produced.

When examining a process to determine the applicability of substitution, the first
questions that must be answered are

1. What inputs produced each hazardous or radioactive component of each mixed
waste stream?

2. What was the purpose of introducing the input that produced the mixed waste
into the component?
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3. What can be substituted that will acceptably perform the intended function of the

original input while at the same time reduce the volume or hazard of the waste
stream?

Examples of successful substitutions to reduce the generation of mixed wastes include

• Substituting a nonhazardous solvent in piace of a hazardous solvent in scintillation
vials

• Substituting nonhazardous degreasing agents, such as aqueous degreasers with
ultrasonic cleaning, in place of hazardous solvents for degreasing radioactive
components.

5.1.2 Modi_ or Redesign End Products

Modifying or redesigning the end product of a process often reduces the volume or
hazard (including chemical hazard or radiological hazard) of the waste resulting from the
manufacture or use of the end product. Applicability of the technology options in this category

can be judged by determining the function of the end product and the mixed waste produced by
either the production or use of the end product. Then it must be;,determined if the intended

function of the original end product can be accomplished by a new product that either
minimizes or eliminates the volume or hazard of mixed wastes generated.

Examples of successful end product modification or redesign include

• Substituting short-lived radionuclides (1-125, P-32. S-35) in piace of long-lived
radionuclides (C-14 and tritium) for radiolabeling.

• Using nonsolvent-based paints in areas that could be radioactively contaminated.

• Replacing t_ _ thorium alloy light bulb filament with a nonradioactive alloy to
eliminate the use of a radioactive material and subsequent potential for mixed
v,aste.

5.1.3 Reformulate or Redesign Production Processes

Reformulating or redesigning the production process, technoloo.ie:,, or equipment .nay
result in the reduction of volume or hazard (either chemical or radiological) of the waste

stream. The questions to ask when determining if a process modification is required are

1. W_at step of the process actually produces the mixed waste?
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2. What is the purpose of the step that produces the mixed waste?

3. Are the_'e modifications that can be made to the process or alternative process

• that will acceptably perform the objective of the original process step while at the

same time reducing the volume or hazard of the waste stream?

Mixed waste generation from decommissioning a facility can be minimized if, during the

design phase, proper care is taken to ensure that materials and equipment that are likely to
become radioactively contaminated do not contain any components that will be considered

hazardous when it is time to dispose of them.

Examples of reformulating or redesigning a process include

• Reformulating a process by changing from uranium/antimony catalyst to an
iron/bismuth catalyst for the production of acrylonitrile

• Redesigning a process by changing from solvent stripping of paint and coatings
from contaminated surfaces to "sand blasting" the paints and coatings off using
pelletized dry ice (frozen carbon dioxide)

• Reclesigning a parts cleaning process by incorporating ultrasonic cleaning instead
of cleaning the parts with methylchloroform or by using pelletized dry ice for
decontamination

• Replacing molten salt or lead baths with induction heating for heat treating
uranium billets

• Using small bore tubing on high pressure liquid chrom, tography (HPLC) to
reduce the amounts of solvents required to perform analytical procedures

• Substituting steel or other nonhazardous shielding in piace of lead.

5.1.4 Change Material Usage, Handling, and Storage Practices

Often a mixed waste is produced as a result of how a chemical is used, handled, or
stored. The questions to ask when determining waste minimization options in the category are

1. Does any of the mixed waste result from how a material is used, handled, or
stored?

• 2. What is the objective of the usage, handling, or storage practice that generates the
mixed waste?

w
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3. How can I change the usage, handling, or storage to acceptably meet the objective

identified in question two while at the same time reducing or eliminating the
hazard or volume of the waste stream?

i

An example of changing material usage, handling, and storage practices is to reduce or

eliminate the quantities of RCRA chemicals stored in radiologically contaminated areas.

5.1.5 Use Closed-t.oop Reclamation, Reuse, or Recycling

Closed-loop reclamation, reuse, or recycling uses ali or a portion of a waste stream as
part of the feedstream for the production process. To determine the suitability of using closed-

loop reclamation, reuse, or recycling, ali of the components of the waste stream must be
known, and it must be determined if any of these components can be used as a feedstock for

the process. Some of these components are suitable as feedstocks; then it must be determined
if the other components in the waste stream will have unacceptable effects of the process, and
if so, what technologies or process changes can be used to negate these unacceptable effects.

An example of closed-loop reclamation, reuse, or recycling options includes distilling

spent solvents and reusing the recovered solvent. The resulting distillation bottoms can be
thermally treated to remove the oils and solvents and then disposed of as a mixed waste.

5.1.6 Use Onsite or Offsite Recycling Technologies

The difference between this recycle technology category and the closed-loop reclamation,

reuse, and recycling technologies discussed above is that the recyclable waste from this
technology category is used as a raw material in a process other than the one that produced the

waste in the first place. This recycling process can either be onsite or offsite. As in the
previous technology classification, ali of the components of the waste stream must be known.

The next step is to determine if there are any components from the stream that can be used as

feedstock to another process either onsite or offsite. If it is determined that there is one (or

more) component suitable for feedstock, then it must be determined if there is a component(s)
in the waste stream that will cause unacceptable effects on the process, and if so, what

technologies or process changes can be used to negate these unacceptable effects.

Some examples of successful onsite or offsite recycling options include

• Lead shielding management and decontaminating lead shielding forms instead of
discarding as waste
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• The spent solvent example in Section 5.1.5 would apply to this :echnology if the
recovered solvent is used in a process other than the process th at produced the
waste.

5.1.7 Eliminate Contact of Hazardous and Radioactive Streams

This technology is unique to mixed waste minimization since the objective can be
accomplished by simply preventing the hazardous and radiological components of the waste

from ever being mixed. While the technology options in this classification still allow for the
generation of a hazardous and a radiological waste stream, the objective of mixed waste
minimization is achieved because neither stream meets the definition of mixed waste. To

determine the feasibility of using options from this technology category, the present process
must be examined to determine if there is any mixing of hazardous and radioactive waste

streams. If mixing of streams is indicated, the next step is to determine if the streams can be
separated without any unacceptable effects on the process.

Examples of successfully eliminating contact with hazardous and radioactive streams
include

• Using segregated areas for hazardous and radioactive waste to avoid cross-
contamination.

• Sorting hazardous and radioactive waste materials into designated bins at the point
where they are first generated.

• Removing the catalyst purge stream of acrylonitrile (see Section 4.2.1) producer to
eliminate the production of a mixed waste pond.

• Providing separate wastewater treatment processing units for treating LLW and
RCRA streams to eliminate the potential for mixing and creating a mixed waste
stream.

5.2 Preparing Alternatives

As part of process definition, alternatives are prepared to determine the best solution for
the identified waste problem. The alternatives involve developing capital and operating cost
estimates based on preliminary process design using site-specific parameters such as

• Feed composition
• Flow rate
• Desired effluent criteria
• Availability and cost for utilities

. • Treatment period
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• Assumed values for key design parameters
• Fate of by-products.

Overall costs, including operating cost, labor, and capital-related charges, are prepared
for several possible solution technologies and are compared to determine the best alternative
for solving the problem.

,m
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6. PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

After ali the waste minimization options and alternatives have been determined, move

into the process development phase. Process development consists of three steps, screening

" evaluation, detailed evaluation, and modifying criteria.

6.1 Screening Evaluation

The options conceptualized in the process definition phase are screened to determine

those options that should be evaluated in more detail. Options that are impractical, excessively

cost prohibitive, or otherwise unwarranted for further detailed evaluation are dropped in the

screening. The options that make it through the screening will go on to be evaluated in the

detailed evaluation. Obviously, any option that is certain to minimize the generation of mixed

wastes can be implemented without going through detailed evaluation.

6.2 Detailed Evaluation

The second step of process development is the detailed evaluation. In this step, each

option is evaluated from both technical and economical perspectives. As with the options

generation process, it is important to involve representatives from ali the groups that could be

affected by the selection. As a minimum, personnel from operations, engineering, and
maintenance should be involved in this evaluation.

6.2.1 Technical Evaluation

The technical evaluation determines if the option is applicable to the process. Questions

that should be answered in this phase are

• Will the cost of the minimization effort be greater than the cost of a compliant
treatment, storage, and disposal program for the mixed waste stream?

• Will the option actually reduce mixed waste generation?

• Will safety be impaired?

• Can full product quality be maintained?

.,

" , • How compatible is the option with the present system?

. • What are the key design parameters?
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• What will be the impacts to the operations staff?.

• What will be the impacts to the maintenance staff?.

• How much production will be lost implementing the option?

• Will other problems be created by implementing the option?

Some of these questions may require bench-scale testing to answer, and others may be

answered by visiting facilities where the same or similar solutions have already been
implemented. Equipment vendors also may be a good source of information for answers to

some of the questions.

6.2.2 Economic Evaluation

After the technical evaluation is complete, those options that have not been eliminated

should undergo an economic evaluation. The economic evaluation should consider the short-
term and long-term costs of implementing the option and should compare these to the long-

term savings associated with implementing the option. Appendix C contains EPA forms that
may help in performing an economic evaluation.

The short-term costs will include the capital costs of implementing the option such as
purchase cost of new equipment, new utilities connections, site preparations, procurement,

engineering, permitting, and training• The cost of lost production that is incurred during the
process modification is another short-term cost.

Long-term cost of an option includes any incre_.se in labor costs as a result of any

increased operator or maintenance requirements and costs from increased utilities if required.
For options that require only administrative or procedural changes, the long-term costs may be

insignificant.

Long-term cost savings associated with incorporating an option include some easily
measured savings on the following: raw material costs, disposal costs, permitting costs, storage

costs, shipping costs, and any utilities or labor costs• Other cost savings include the reduced
cost of bonding and insurance that may be realized if the generation of mixed waste is reduced.

There are also some cost savings that are not as easy to measure, such as the reduced liability if
a mixed waste disposal facility, which received a waste from a Potentially Responsible Party

(PRP), should require remediation.
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Mixed waste minimization is not only an economic issue; preserving the environment

should go beyond meeting the regulatory requirements at the lowest possible cost. Protecting
the health of employees and the public is good for business.

=

. 6.3 Modifying Criteria

Other modifying criteria to be considered when assessing each option are the reduced
risk to employees, the public, and the environment from the minimization of mixed waste

generation. Also, if employees from ali levels are involved in the waste minimization effort
from the start and are knowledgeable about the technical and economic evaluation decisions,

they are more likely to accept and support tb._ chosen options. Similarly, with good public
relations, a well-run and ongoing waste minimization program can improve the community
acceptance of the company.

Another consideration is that the ethical problem of the impact of the waste

minimization effort may be worse than if no waste minimization were done at all. For example,
if an effort to reduce mixed wastes required a reduction in medical diagnostic tests, would there
be an unacceptable increase in deaths as a result?
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7. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of the selected options begins with preparing waste management plans
to develop priorities, budgets, and schedules based on results of the previous steps. After these

plans have been reviewed and approved, implementation can proceed through

• Process design

• Budget for any process modification
• Permitting
• Construction

• Startup
• Documentation.

Allocation of funds for implementing waste minimization projects is an area where the

commitment of management is crucial. This commitment is demonstrated by the guidelines
regarding return on investment generated by savings associated with the waste minimization

process. Sometimes a waste minimization process does not generate enough savings to satisfy
the profitability index used for other projects. Successful waste minimization programs usually

relax the profitability guidelines for the waste minimization process by including more subtle,
but important, sources of cost savings such as reduced future liability for disposing of smaller
amounts of mixed waste and minimizing employee and public exposure to hazardous materials
and wastes.
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8. DOCUMENT AND COMMUNICATE RESULTS

. Employees should be encouraged to make regular reports on waste minimization
progress. These reports should be communicated to management and other company
employees. These reports should document successful minimization results. Details of waste

" minimization successes also should be reported to local civic groups, educational institutions,
environmental organizations, trade associations, and similar public groups in the form of public
meetings presentations, newspaper articles, and other technology transfer activities. A
speaker's bureau may provide a positive avenue to educate the public about waste minimization
efforts.

A minimization newsletter to ali employees could recognize individual accomplishments,

waste minimization goal achievements, and chart total company and industry progress. A
section of the newsletter might focus on lessons learned including problems encountered and

problem resolution. Direct exchanges of process technology between facilities should also be

encouraged.

Quarterly and annual reports could disperse waste minimization information and

technology transfer. Generator meetings would provide a direct medium for waste
minimization technology exchange. Discussions ota minimization methods in use, future
minimization technologies, and individual employee contributions could provide a free flow of

information among generators. Employee accomplishments might be recognized during
performance appraisals, award ceremonies, or company staff meetings.
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9. SUMMARY

,!

The objectives of the Guidelines for Mixed Waste Minimization are to provide an

introduction to mixed waste and a guide to minimizing mixed waste generation.

This document meets these objectives by defining mixed waste (Appendix A) and

outlining several key elements that should be included in a mixed waste minimization program.

Management and employee commitment are essential to initiating a mixed waste minimization

program. However, there are other critical steps in the process that should be analyzed.

The problem definition step defines waste generation problems before trying to develop

and implement solutions. Problem definition also includes collecting and reviewing ali available
data.

Another step in a waste minimization program evaluates the techniques for minimizing

wastes and implements the appropriate mixed waste minimization technology options. Specific

options are presented in the document along with definitions and examples. Equipment repairs

or changes in operating procedures may not require a great amount of analysis but may

minimize mixed waste generation. However, more ambitious undertakings, such as process

changes, may require a technical and economic evaluation. After implementing appropriate

mixed waste minimization options, documenting and communicating successful results can be

helpful in identifying more mixed waste minimization processes and also recognizing the

achievements of those who have participated.

Regulations relating to mixed waste are included in the appendices. An example of a

waste minimization assessment form, EPA cost information form, and the related mixed waste

treatment technologies are included. Treatment technologies are provided because some

generators are storing mixed waste and need information on treatment to help manage their
stored mixed waste.
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APPENDIX A

DETERMINING MIXED WASTES

' This appendix provides generator information to determine if mixed waste is generated. An
overview of hazardous waste characterization is followed by an overview of radioactive and mixed
waste characterization. Decision trees are provided to assist the generator in characterizing waste.

The regulations should be consulted anytime there are questions concerning characterization of
a waste stream.

1. Hazardous Waste Overview

The EPA adopted lengthy and complex regulations that define what constitutes a hazardous

waste and how such wastes must be managed and disposed. Solid wastes, liquids, and sludges that
are generated, stored, or disposed are regulated as a hazardous waste if they meet certain basic
definitions and/or exhibit defined characteristics. This appendix addresses wastes that are classified

by EPA regulations as hazardous.

The first step in determining if a waste is hazardous, is to determine if the subject material
is a regulated solid waste. This determination is made by applying the definition of regulated waste
from 40 CFR 257.2 and 40 CFR 261.2.

Following this solid waste determination, it is the generator's responsibility to determine if
the waste is hazardous under Federal and State regulations. Under both sets of regulations, a
waste is considered to be hazardous if

• The waste is specifically listed or defined in the regulation, 40 CFR 261, Subpart D
(referred to as a "listed waste"), or

• The waste exhibits specific physical and/or chemical characteristics described in the

regulation, 40 CFR 261, Subpart C (referred to as a "characteristic waste").

Ali hazardous wastes are defined in 40 CFR 261 Subpart D and are assigned alphanumeric
identification consisting of an alphabetic letter followed by three numbers. The "listed wastes" are
known as P U, K, or F wastes while "characteristic wastes" are known as D wastes. These waste

types are briefly defined by the following.

t.
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• Listed F Wastes - A waste that is a spent solvent or certain specified electroplating

or metal heating process wastes. F wastes are listed in Appendix A Attachment of

this report.

• Listed P and U Wastes - Any off-specification commercial chemical products or

manufacturing chemical intermediates that are discarded or intendt.:l to be discarded.

This includes any residue or contaminated soil, water, or ot_er debris resulting from
the cleanup of a spill of the above. P _.nd U wastes are listed in the Appendix A
Attachment of this report.

Example: Listed F wastes are discarded commercial che:,,ical products, off-
specification speci:- container residues, and spill resi_luts thereof such as a
chlorinated hydrc,carbon. If this chlorinated hydrocarbon is used in the

decontamination of radioactively contaminated equipment;' at a nuclear power plant,
the resulting fluid would be a mixed waste.

Listed U wastes are commercial chemical products_ manufacturing chemical

intermediates, or off-specification toxic chemical products.

• Listed K Wastes - A waste that i._not a F, P, or U ,vaste and meets any of the

descriptions/definitions assigned to the K hazardous waste numbers. A K waste must

come or result from the specific source and process described. K wastes are also
listed in the Appendix A Attachment of this report. .,

• Characteristic D Wastes - A waste that is not a P, U, F, or K waste and exhibits any
one or more of the characteristics identified in Table D-1. The waste must exhibit

one or more of the following:

Table 1. D Waste characteristics.

Characteristic Parameter Federal

Ignitability Flash point ,_140"F=

Corrosivity pH <2,> 12,5
Reactivity Numerous See 40 CFR Part 261 Subpart C

Toxicity Numerous See 40 CFR Part 261 Subpart C
t
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Hazardous waste from specific sources are listed K wastes. An example of a

- commercially produced mixed waste is the bottom stream from the wastewater

stripper in the production of acrylonitrile where the catalyst used is depleted uranium,

which is slightly radioactive.

Hazardous wastes from _.mspecific sources, such as liquid scintillation counting (LSC)

fluid, are listed F wastes. This waste results in a mixed waste because of the low-level

radioactivity picked up by the LSC fluid.

It is important to note that these lists could change; therefore, the Federal Register should

be reviewed for updated listings.

2. Hazardous Waste Characterization

The process of characterizing a waste as hazardous under RCRA should always contain and

follow the same series of questions. This will allow consistency in arriving at the same conclusions

with any waste ;n question. Figure 1 presents a series of questions that, when properly answered,

will determine if a waste is hazardous under Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).

As much information as possible should be obtained on the waste in question before answering any

of the questions in Figure 1.

Logic Pathway hlstructions

• The decision blocks are numbered for instructional purposes only and do not

represent the order of flow. However, the process should always start with Block
No. 1.

• Block No. 1 must be answered from historical data/knowledge. If the container has

never been opened, or appears to be a pure substance that has been discarded, a
determination will have to be made whether the container could be discarded

commercial chemical products, off-specification chemicals, container residues, or spill

residues of discarded chemicals. Analysis would be needed for P and U listed wastes.

In cases of an unmarked drum or container, which has been opened and has no label,

other analyses may be needed. A determination would have to be made whether the

. container holds spent solvents or wastes having hazardous characteristics (ignitability,

corrosivity, reactivity, or leachable regulated toxic metals.) Proce._s knowledge would

¥
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1

Is thiswastea discarded .... '
commercialchemicalproduct,

off-specificationspecie,container
residue, or spillresidue?

Is waste listedin any of the specific

I 40 CFR 261.33? sourceslistedin

See Tables 2 and3) No ,... 40 CFR 261.32?

IY es Y I (See AppendixAiN_Yes o ,,,

3 _5 6

This isa RCRA This is a RCRA ! Is the waste defined
hazardouswaste, hazardousK-waste. I underany nonspecific
Applyappropriate Applythe appropriate I sourcein40 CFR 261.31?

hazardouswasteor waste number. ! See Table 5)
P or U number.

Yes No

Does thiswastealso This is a RCRA
containotherunknown _1- hazardousF-waste.

waste ormixtures ,/_oplythe appropriate
of waste? waste number.

No1 Yes 8
Does the wasteexhibit

2 anyof the characteristics

1 specifiedin 40 CFR 261.21 _

This is an F-waste through261.24?
and/ora (See Table 2)

K-waste only

10 19This not a This is a characteristic

characteristicRCRA I RCRA hazardouswaste.
hazardouswaste I Applythe appropriate

I waste number T920056

Figure 1. Logic pathway for hazardouswaste determination.
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be used to determine if the waste was generated through any of the K listed

generation activities.

• If Block No. 1 is answered "yes,"chances are you will have a match with an F, P, or

. U listed waste(s). If historical data show the container to be a mixture of two or
more P or U wastes, then the waste is identified by the corresponding multiple

numbers. Proportions do not affect the listings.

• To understand the above, one must understand the mixture rule. Simply put, even

the most minute drop of a listed waste (P, U, F, or K) in any container makes the
entire contents a listed hazardous waste. The intent of this rule is to prevent any

dilutions as means of avoiding regulation.

• Blc..k No. 4, as with Block No. 1, requires historical information to be answered.

Typically, analytical data will be of no use unless historical information points to two
or three possible K listings for which chemical or physical analysis will narrow the
material to one listing.

• If Block No. 4 simply cannot be answered (this should be rare), then follow the "no"
arrow to Block No. 6.

• As with Block Nos. 1 and 4, historical information can aid with Block No. 6 in

determining if the waste is a listed F waste. However, unlike Block Nos. 1 and 4,
physical and chemical data can go a long way in defining if the waste in question is

an F listed waste. This is because, in general, F listed wastes are more dependent on
the chemical components than their actual origin.

• Answering Block No. 8 is almost completely dependent on analytical data. This is
because, as their name states, wastes are characteristically hazardous purely because

of their physical and chemical characteristics. Origin of the waste has no bearing on
D waste classifications.

• lt is possible for Block Nos. 1, 4, and 6 to be answered both "yes" and "no"

simultaneously. This could occur when the container of waste in question contains
a mixture of wastes from several sources.

. The following is an example of how the logic pathway determination functions (see
Figure 1):

#
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You have a bulk 2,000 gal. tank three-quarters filled with a liquid. The tank is located at

a closed metal finishing and fabrication facility. The tank is marked 1,1,1-trichlorethane. The
foreman who worked at the facility has been contacted to help you identify materials/wastes left
behind.

The foreman notes that the bulk tank was for receiving virgin 1,1,1-trichlorethane, which

was used as a degreasing agent in various fabrication and metal cutting operations. However, at

plant shutdown, solvent (spent and unspent) from ali the work stations was collected and poured
back into the tank, which was half full of pure solvent at the time. In addition, he believes the

cutting oils (used and unused) were dumped into the tank.

Logic Pathway Analysis

Block No. 1 - Yes, because 1,1,1-trichlorethane is now off-specification since it is
contaminated with other materials.

Block No. 2 - No, because l,l,l-trichlorethane is not a P or U listed waste.

Block No. 4 - No, because the 1,1,1-trichlorethane does not come from any specific sources

in the K listings.

Block No. 6 - Yes, because spent 1,1,1-trichlorethane is an F002 listed waste.

Block No. 11 - Yes, because there are waste cutting oils in the tank.

Block No. 8 - Yes, because you performed toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP)

(Federal) on a sample and found levels of chromium that exceed 5.0 mg/L; therefore, you
have a D007 waste.

Results of logic pathway - You have two hazardous wastes mixed together: F002 and D007.

m
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Appendix A Attachment
(40 CFR 261.20

Subparts C and D)
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§ 261.20 40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-90 Edition)
i

(I) lt exhibits any of the character- (ix) The nature and severity of the
istics of hazardous waste identified in human health and environmental
Subpart C. damage that has occurred as a result

" (2) lt has been found to be fatal to of the improper management of
" humans inlow doses or,inthe absence wastescontainingthe constituent.

of data on human toxicity,ithas been (x) Action taken by other govern-
shown in studiesto have an oralLD 50 mental agencies or regulatory pro-

toxicity(rat) of less than 50 milli- grams based on the health or environ-
grarnsper kilogrmm,mn inhalationLC mental hazard posed by the waste or
,50 toxicity(rat)of lessthan 2 milli- waste constituent.
grams per liter,or a dermal LD 50 tox- (xi)Such other factorsas may be ap-
icity(rabbit)of less than 200 milli- propriate.
grams per kilogrm'nor isotherwiseca- Substances willbe listedon Appendix
pable o/.r.ausingor significantlycon- VIII only ifthey have been shown in
tributing_toan increaseinseriousirre- scientificstudiesto have toxic,carci-
versible,or incapacitatingreversible, nogenic, mutagenic or teratogenicel-
illness.(Waste listed in accordance fectson humans or other llfeforms.
with these criteria will be designated (Wutes listed in accordance with
Acute Hazardous Waste.) these criteria will be designated Toxic

(3) It contains any of the toxic con- wastes.)
stituents listed in Appendix VIII and. (b) The Administrator may list class.
a/ter considering the following factors, es or types of solid waste as hazardous
the Administrator concludes that the waste if he has reason to believe that
waste ls capable of posing a substan- individual wastes, within the claz, s or
tial present or potential hazard to type of waste, typically or frequently
human health or the environment are hazardous under the definition of
when improperly treated, stored, hazardous waste found in section
transported or disposed of. or other- 1004(5) of the Act.
wise managed: (c) The Administrator will use the

(i) The nature of the toxicity pre- criteria for listing specified in this sec-
sented by the constituent, tion to establish the exclusion limits

(ii) The concentration of the constit- referred to in § 261.5(c).

uent in the wute. [45 FR 33119, May 19. 1980. as amended at
(iii) The potential of the constituent 55 FR 18726. May 4. 1990]

or any toxic degradation product of
the constituent to migrate from the
waste into the environment under the Subpar# C.--Charoc#eristics of
types of improper management consid- Hazardous Waste
ered in paxagraph (a)(3)ivii) of this § 261.20 General.
section.

(iv) The persistence of the constitu- (a) A solid waste, as defined in
ent or any toxic degradation product § 261.2. which is not excluded from
of the constituent, regulation as a hazardous waste under

(v) The potential for the constituent § 261.4(b). is a hazardous waste if it ex-
or any toxic degradation product of hibits any of the characteristics identi-
the constituent to degrade into non- fled in this subpart.
harmful constituents and the rate of [Comment: | 282.11 of this chapter sets
degradation, forth the 8enerator's responsibility to deter-

(vi) The degree, to which the constlt, mine whether his waste exhibits one or
uent or any degradation product of more of the characteristics identilied inthis
the constituent bioaccumulates in eco- subpartl

• systems. (b) A hazardous waste which is iden-
(vii) The plausible types of improper tilled by a characteristic in this sub-

management to which the waste could part is assigned _very EPA Hazardous
be subjected. Waste Number that is applicable u set

" (viii) The quantities of the waste forth in this subpart. This number
generated at individual generation must be in complying with the notifi-
sites or on a regional or natiomtl basis,, cation requirements of section 3010 of
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Environmental Protection Agency § 261.23 "

the Act and all applicable recordkeep- (b) A solid wute that exhibits the
lng and reporting requirements under characteristic of lgnttabillty has the
parts 262 through 265. 288, and 270 of EPA Hazardous Wute Number of
this chapter. D001.

(c) For purposes of this subpart, the [45 1;'R33119, May 19. 1980, u amended at
Administrator will consider a sample 48 1;'R35247. July 7. 1981;55 FR 22684. June
obtained using any of the applicable 1.199o]
sa_nplin8methods specified in ApDen-
(fix I to be a representative sa_nple g261,_2 Characteristic of eorrosivity.
w/thin the meaning of Part 260 of this (a) A solid waste exhibits the ¢harac-
chapter, tertstic of corrosivity if a represent_-
[Commen_: Since the Appendix I sampling tive sample of the waste has either of
methods are not be/ns formally adopted by the following properties:
the Administrator. a person who desires to (1) It tS aqueous and hu a pH less
employ an alternative sampling method ts than or equal to 2 or greater thzm or
not required to demonstrate the equivalency
of his method under the procedures set eqUal to 12.5. Sm determined by a pH
forth in ii 260.20 and 260.21.] meter using either an EPA test

method or an equivalent test method
(45 FR 33119. May 1980. u amended at Sl FR approved by the Administrator under
40636. Nov. 7. 1986'. 55 FR 22684. June I. the procedures set forth in §| 260.20
t99oI and 260.21. The EPA test method for

§ 201.21 Characteristic of ilrnitability, pH is specified u Method 5.2 in "TestMethods for the Evaluation of Solid
(a) A solid wute exhibits the charac- Waste, Physic_t/Chemical Methods"

teristic of lgn/tabillty if a represent, a- (incorporated by reference, see
tive sample of the waste has any of | 260.11).
the following properties: (2) It tS a liquid and corrodes steel

(1) lt ts a liquid, other than an aque- (SAE 1020) at a rate greater than 6.35
ous solution containing less than 24 mm (0.250 inch) per year at a test tem-
percent alcohol by volume and has perature of SS'C (i30"F) as determined
flash point less than 60"C (140"F). as by the test method specified in NACE
determined by a Pensky.Ma,,'tens (Natiomd Association of Corrosion En-
Closed Cup Tester, using the test gineers) SUmda_ TM-01-69 u stand.
method specified in ASTM Standard ardized in "Test Methods for the Eval-
D-93-79 or D-93-80 (incorporated by uation of Solid Waste, Physical/
reference, see t 260.11). or a SeLaL_ash Chemical Methods" (incorporated by
Closed Cup Tester, using the test reference, see | 260.11) or an equiva-
method sl_cifled in ASTM Standard lent test method approved by the Ad-
D-3278-78 (incorporated by reference, mmistrator under the procedures set
see J 260.11), or aa determined by an forth in §| 260.20 and 260.21.
equivalent test method approved by (b) A solid wute that exhibits the
the Administrator under procedures characteristic of corrosivity has the
set forth in || 260.20 and 260.21. EPA Hazardous Waste Number of

(2) lt tS not a liquid and is capable, D002.
under standard temperature and pres-
sure, of causing fire through friction, [45 FR 33119. May 19, 1980, u amended at
absorption of moisture or spontaneous 48 FR 35247. July 7. 1981; 55 FR 22684. June
chemical changes and, when ignited, 1. 19901
burns so vigorously and persistently
that it creates a hazard. § 281_ Characteristic of reactivity.

(3) lt isan imitable compressed gas (a) A solid waste exhibits the charac-
u defined in 49 CFR 173.300 and as teristic of reactivity if a representat,ve
determined by the test methods de- sample of the wute has anl/of the fol-
scribed in that regulation or equlva- low_ng properties:
lent test methods approved by the Ad- (1) It tS normally urm_able and read-
mmtstrator under §| 260.20 and 260.21. lly undergoes violent change without

(4) It tS sm oxidizer as defined in 49 detonating.
173.151. (2) ltreacts violently with water.
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• § 261.24 40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-90 Edition)

(3) It forms potentially explosive TASLE1.--MAXIMUMCONCENTRATIONOF CON-
mtxcures with water. TAMINANTS FOR THE TOXICITY CHARACTERIS-

" (4)When mixed with water,itgener- TIC
ares toxic gases,vapors or fumes in a
quantity sufficientto presenta danger R*W_-

EPA HW C,_¢_wm_nl CAS NO,' toryto human heclth or the environment. _o, Le,_
(:_) lt isa cyanide or sulfide bearing (,,_/t.) ,

waste which, when exposed to pH con-
ditionsbetween 2 and 12.5,can gener- ooa- A,=,¢=...............................z-o-Js-2 s.oDOO5 Barnum................................7440-39-3 1oo.o
ate toxic gases, vapors or fumes in a oo18 _,m, .........................71-43-2 o5
quantity sufficientto presenta danger ooo_ _ ...........................z--o-43-_ _o
to human health or the environment. 00_g car_,,,¢_o,,=, ........ ss-23-s os

0020 ChtotOirul.................57-74-9 0.03
(6) ltiscapable of detonation or ex- oo2_ Chkx__ ..................._08-90-7 _000

plosivereactionif it ts subjectedto a 002z c,._o_ ........................, s7-_.3 6.0
strong initiatingsource or if heated oooz c_om=_..........................z--0-4z-3 s.o.
under confinement. 00z3 o-c,._..............................9S=_Z ,20O00024 rn-C#elol.............................10e-39-.4 ' 200.0

(7) lt is readily capable oi detona- vo25 _cr,_ ..............................Io0-_-5 .2oo.o
tion or explosive decomposition or re- 002e o,_ ...................................................,2oo.o
action at standard temperature and 00_6 2.4.0...................................' _-75-7 _0.00027 1.4.0_n_'_zer_ ....... 106-46-7 75
pressure. 002s 1.2._¢_,o.,r_n,............:o7-o(-2 o5
(8) lt isa forbiddenexplosiveas de- oo29 _.t.oc=_,,_.........: 7s-Js-4 o:

fined in 49 CFR 173.51.or a Class A 003o 2.4.v,_o,c,=m=.............._2,.t4-2 ,o._3
explosiveas defined in 49 CFR 173.53 0012 e_,,_.............................z2-2o4 oo20031 t'_9_ (W'_I,cb 76-44=8 0.008
or a Class B explosiveas defined in 49 _o,_)
CFR 173.88. 0032 _,.z_oo_z,_ .........t1_-z,-t ,o.13
(b) A solidwaste that exhibitsthe oo33 ,,.,=mo, oo_, ........87-_-3 o5

0034 ,l-_xacl_#oml_l_............67-72-_ 30
charax:tertsticof reactivityhas the 00oe L,o..................................z_3_-e2-1 5o
EPA Hazardous Waste Number of 00_3 _ ............................s_-_9-_ o.,
D003. cxxm _ ............................_,3_-_z-_ 0.2

00t4 Mefft0zycl_O_ .................i 77-43-5 10.0
[45 FR 33119. May 19. 1980, as amended at 0o35 MC_V,e,m# _eton#........' 78-q3-3 2000
55 FR 22684. June 1. 1990] D03_ Ndroo_nzeml...................I 98-95-3 2.0

0037 P_m_ecn_o_m¢_ ......! 87-86-5 1ooo.

§ 261.24 Toxicity chantcteristic, c_oJa _ne ..........................1 _o=a_ ,5.0
0010 S4me_um............................'_ 7782-49-2 t0

(a)A solidwaste exhibitsthe charac- ooI_ s_ ..........................., 7,,0-22-4 5.0
tertsticof toxicityif.using the test oo39 Teusc.r¢_oe_ .......... ', 127-t8-4 07

[3015 Tox_ ......... ' 8001-35-2 0 5
me_hods described in Appendix II or oo,o T,,cn,_,_,,,v.,_............i 7_-oI._ o5
equivalent methods approved by the 00_I 2.4.5.Tncnk0_oot_no_......... 95-._5..-4 4000
Administrator under the procedures LX_2 2.4.e,T_o, oo_ ......I 88-o6-2 2.0
set forth in §§260.20 and 260.21,the 001z 2.4._.-TP(S4h_,) ..............; 93-72-I I00043 v_ cr_n(m ...................j 75-.0_--4 02
extract from a representativesample , . .
of the waste contains any Of the con- , _=z=,oou=.u,e

Cl_m,c_ _str_s serv_e
taminant,s listed in Table I at the con- .,'(3u4mm41t_ _ n__ulm' O'umI_ c&_l_ re_jlatory
centration equal to or greater than the _,_.Tt__nuu_uo__m__e_elc_eOecomesmer_atO_f
respective value given in that Table. _'_• If o., m-, and _.Ca_loi co_.'_mv|to_s cMmot be 0fll_@_
Where the waste contains less than 0.5 ===_.tr_ ,ou_=_ (_o_) co_c,m=_a_on= =No.Tr_
percent filterable solids, the waste regutat01_fI_m O!totalo'eSO_m 200 n_ll.
itself, after filtering using the method.

[55 FR II862. Mar. 29. 1990. _ amended atoIogy outlined in Appendix II. is con-
55 FR 22684. June 1. 1990; 55 FR 26987.

. sidered to be the extract for the pur- June 29. 1990]
pose of this section.

(b) A solid waste that exhibits the Err¢c-nv= DATz NOTe: At 55 l"_R 11882,
characteristic of toxicity has the EPA Max. 29. 1990. | 281.24 was revised, effective• September25. 1990.At 55 FR 26987. June
Hazardous Waste Number specified in 29, 1990. the entry for "Hept_chlor" in
Table Iwhich corresponds to the toxic Table I was corrected,effectiveSeptember
contaminant causing it to be hazard- 2_.1990.For the convenienceof the user.
ous. the supersededtext ts set fortl_below:
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Environmental Protection Agency § 261.30

| 2|1.24 Clmmeterlsti¢ of EP toxicity, unless it hK been excluded from this
(a) A solid wute exhibits the chlJ'LCtertz, list under §g 280.20 and 260.22.

tic of EP toxicity if, using the test methods (b) The Administrator wall indicate
described in ADpendix II or equivalent his basis for listing the classes or types
methods aDDroved by the Adm|nistr_tor of wastes listed in this subpart by era-
under the procedures set forth in ii 260.20
Lhd 260.21. the extract from a represenut- ploytng one or more of th_ following
tire sa.-npie of the wute conuMrm any of the Ha2Ard Codes:
contaxnma_nt8 listed in Table l at L concen-

trltlon equal to or gl-e&ter than the resp_- Ignitable Waste ............................... (I)tire v_ue fftven in that Table. Where the
wute contains less than 0.5 percent filter. Corrosive Waste .............................. (C)
able solids, the wute itself, after filtering, ts Reactive Waste ............................... (R)
considered to be the extract for the pur. TOxicity Characteristic Waste ..... (E)
poses of this section. Acute Hazardous Waste ................ (H)

(b) A solid waste that exhibits the chaxac- Toxic Waste ..................................... (T)
tertstlc of EP toxicity, but is not listed u a
hazardous wute in SubpsJrt D. hu the EPA
Hczaxdotm Wute Number s_,cified in Table
I which corresponds to the toxic contaani. Appendix VII identifies the cortstitu-
rumt c_ustns lt to be hazardous, ent which caused the Administrator to

list the waste as a Toxicity Chaxacter.
TABLE S--MAXIMUM CONCENTRATIONOF CON- istic Waste (E) or Toxic Waste (T) in

TAMINANTS FOR CHARACTERISTIC OF EP §| 261.31 Lnd 261.32.
TOXICITY (C) Each hcz, sxdous waste listed in

this subpart is assigned an EPA Haz-

EPA , Mu,,M_ ardous Waste Number which precedes
' _'" the name of the waste. This numberhazwxmus Contwrmsm ' _on

""" (_w,._ must be used in complying with the
' _.,.D notification requirements of Section

3010 of the Act and certain record.
voo,..............._ .............................................._.o keeping mhd reporting requirements00o5................_mum...............................................1ooo
voo6..............._ .........................................Io under Parts 262 through 265, 268. and
oooz.............._ .........................................s.o Part 270 of this chapter.
vooe..............._ .................................................._.o (d) The following hazardous wastes
oooo...............t_av .............................................o2
oo_o..............._ .........................................._o listedin § 261.31 or § 261.32 are subject
vo_ ..........'s,,_........................................so to the exclusion limits for _cutely haz.
oo_2...............E_ (_2.3.,.m._o._,_ oo2 ardous wastes established in § 261.5:

_c_,.z_o.v. EPA Hazardous Wastes Nos. FO20.
' 1.4.4a.S.6.7.0._l-OCl_TWOto-

I._o. _s.s_ FO21. FO22. 1_23, FO26. axtd FO27.

0013 ............. Lx_mme(1.2.3.4.5.6-_,a-cr_- 04 [45 FR 33119. May t9. 1980. Ls a_mended _t
ocvcm_e=an_,gammamom_ 48 FR 14294. Avr. 1. 1983. 50 FR 2000. JLn.

Oos4............ _m_o_o_ (_._.l.Tacmoro- 100 14. 1985:51 FR 40636. Nov. 7. 1986:55 FR
2.2.o_ {_-m_mo,v. 11863. Mar. 29. 1990]

, _]ethanot.
DOLS. 'To_(C,,H,,_.T_ca! 0S EFTZCTIV¢ DAT¢ NOTO: At 55 FR 11863.

c_t_ c_m_me, s7-69 Mar. 29. L990, _ 261.30 p_u_gragh (b} was re-
_._m_ c_) vised, effective September 25. 1990. For the

oo_s 2._.o. (2._oo_e_o=vsce- 1oo convenience of the user. the superseded text
I ta=_-_). is set forth below:

0017 ............... 2.4.5-TP S_ (2.4,5-Tn¢1_o- I 0

ro_enoxy_o_o_c_:x_) §ZSI.30 General

• • $ I

(b} The Administrator will indicate his
buts for listing the classes or types of

Subpart D--Lists of Hazardous wastes listed in thLs Subpar¢ by employ|ns
Wastls one or more of the following HR.TJurdCodes:

§ 261.30 General. ,_n_mew,ste .............................................................(I)
Co_os_ wasm...............................................................(C)

(a) A solid waste ts a hazardous _-_w_ ................................................................(R)
waste if it is listed in this subpart. EP Tox¢ Wa_le .............................................................(E)
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§ 261.31 40 CFR Cb. I (7-1-90 Edition)

Ac_eHsmm_ wum ..................................................(H) waste u an EP Toxlc Ws:ste (E) or Toxic
. Ton:Warn.......................................................................('r) WLqte (T) in al 261.31 lind 261.32.

Appendix VII identifies the co]_stltuent * " * " *
which caused the Administrator to llst the

§ 261.31 Huardoui wastes from non-ipecifi¢ sources.

The following solid wastes are listed hazardous wutes from non-specific
sources unless they axe excluded under § § 260.2G and 260.22 aJnd listed in Appen-
dix IX.

Inclus_ ¢wcl EPA ruzzsrCkous HI wxme Hazardws_e No. coc_

Gene,x:;
1=ool ...................................... The foam,_g _t muogs_a_ somme• us_ ,n cmgruaa_. Tevsc_vaoemym_e, IT)

s_ ctVonr_I llu__s', ell sOe_t solver, mnmxesll01e_Is use• ,n a_Fess-
,ng co•taming, Delore usl, • torsi of tlm percent or m_e (Oy vo_met o! one or
n-x_e of ,'to _ I_aloqonmod so0_m_ or those soiv,mts listed ,n 1=002. 1=004,
Sr_ F00_; sr_ |tdl 130nO_tl from UI@r_ of _ _ sotvenl_ and SO4KtI

mm_re_

;=002....................................... The tollow_g soem nsK)_mstod _m: Teblcnloroewn_me, ro•my*erie ¢_k3rl_e

o_nsns, o,'w_-a,_oc_f_e,_, tnc_4oee, n_mxne, and 1.1.2.mc_Iorom_n_:

_N were ao0_mt mormreslt_e,_s co•tam,rig, Oeh:_e mm. s total of te_ p_rco_t or
mare (by vo*um_) of one or m_e of mo _ _oge_tocl soMmtu or mos_
hSl_l onFOOl. 1=004. or FOO5: Inel |tdl t}O_J from ff)o rocovl_ of tr_J@ SiO_I

SOMm_ anl _l eoov_l nmxtures. (13

1=003....................................... The fottc_ went _I_ _: xymnt, ace_,, et_ ac•tam. _ (I)"
benzene, em_ emer. rhea# _ ketone. _ s_c_v_, cy¢_e_, and
,v,mnan_: _ soem sceve,t m0_uroui_ma_ _ tm_e use, c_o 1he aOove

_tecl sa_orml: •na _l spem eoMmt m,m_eetl_mOx r._um',,n_.
before uee, one or room of It_ love non._w4 _. sncl, • tomt o!
ten _ OI' m_t (by volume) of one oi' mott oi thOSe SofvtmUI kSttd m 1=001,
1=002. F(X)4, and FOO5; and sbN bOflorns h'Qm the tu_m_y of _ s4D_t sotv_ts
and _ _ mum_N.

F004 ...........................Tl_ toflovmg s4_m __w_t_ _ts: _I and cresy_ 8ocL sn_ (1")
nm'OO_tzlme; _i _ SOh_t em_NIM conui_r_j. I:)lHort usi. • IoUil O|
t_ _ or more (by vo,.,,_t of one or n_e o! the al_o_ non--tea
_l_mt_ or tlho_ SOlverS Isled Nn1=001. 1=002. snd FOO5; and suU boflom$ trorn

mcmcry of these sCl_t sotvent_ and sOem solver_ enn_urn.

1=005.......................................Tt_ _ lO_n_ __I_ _o_nts: To,xma. _ _ ke_. _ (t._

so_nt _ mmtumsll_m_cls ¢ont4unmg. Dttore use. • IOUM of ten I_C_mt or
more (_ voU_! of one or mare of me J_ove r_-na_enaled so,veins or tJ_OSe

ISled m 1=001, FO02, Or 1:004; and st_l boflOms from the r_,m,_'y of
went so_u,_s _ so•mt so.mt m,nuru.

1=006.......................................Wt•le#Stor treatment 14uOqes h_om e4e¢lzoO/4Ung o0_¢I_ exceo! _ t_e (1")
foltow,n9 pr_: (1) Sulfuric ao4 8naclmng of aU_,r, um: (2} lm OUm',9 on
r._Don store; 13) _nc _4s_ (s4_egotea I_s,s) on c_Oort stem: (4) _ o_
z_nc.U_mmum _ung on _ stee_: 15) c_m,r,91sma_ auocamea w.h _,

an4 _ l_aur_ o_ _ m: sr,O (6) ct_mvc,u etching •na rn,_9 of
alunvru_.

1=007 ......................................_ cvnnu_ _au_ o_m so*uuons _om **e_tm,;I o_wsuor_ ..................................(R, T)
1:008......................................._ l_m res,aueu from tl_ bonc_n of _ql l_ms from e*ectro_m_ _a_ IR. I")

w_em cyam•es are use_ _ me _ocm.

. 1:009 ......................................._ 1_ _ c.Jeen,_ _im soluno,_ from _-m_un_ oOerauons wnem (R, T_
_ In _ Nnme _o_m.

1=0'q ......................................_ l_m rl _ _ l_tt,i from ro•tsl heat t_mlt_ _at_.s _e (R. TI
_I_ _ _ ,n_ _eua.

, 1=011......................................._ _ _ _orn _ _m pm _ h_om mouu heat namg (R, 1")

1==012....................................._ w_m w•mr tmaVn_n! _ from mtl_ Imm b'ea_ oOerauons w_em (1")
cyon_lesate _ inme l_oceu.

F019 ....................................... Wss_st_ tttmm_m _ from me crmmsr_ _ _ung o! a_ (1")
excem t_om z_anun 0no_o_a_m_ m amm,m_m can mmmng _ tram O_SOndtt-
,rig ,x an i cmvmm_ c_tm_ _mamm.
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I_ttry mhdEPA _ i l'qurardwame No. Hazuaoul wuto ,
i

F02O....................................... Wastes (exc_ wesmweter _ uDerx cxmon from nyOroge_c_ mm/_.aix)n) (H)
from Irle _ or mlnu/_ ulo (411• reecumt, cnemr._ .'_mte, or

m • lom_Mlm_ I_OCmmlof In- or le__. _ _ untemym-
dmtes used to Woouco mew pesuodo dlwetNes, (Th_ _t_ O 0oeu no( mctuOe
warn emm mt pmOucum_o( _Umacrdoml_eneIrons reWW _ 2.4.5-

F021 .......................................Wsm (e-col_ wsslmvtter w_l _ c.wtxm h_. hy_mooncs_e_0epunhcstmn) (H)
_n me i_xJucuo_ or msnu/ectunn0 _ (Ius• reacUml,ctlem_ mtmte, or
_t m • Ioffflu_l]ng _'ocN) Of _. or Of _tem'm(:J_tos
uxd tOproduc_a clenvgt_m,j,

F022.......................................Wutu (oxcem ._.ewata 8na soe_ carOonw_n hyOrogenc_kmOei:u_.non) (H)
fromtlm n_alc1_ ulm(anl• rolcllnL c_ mlll_ll. OrComOom_lllm
• lonmm_,mg_ocamal ol levo., l)_nUi-,or l_oxxcl_k0rodDm'_ZonelunOmralluil0no
cor_lelCq_l.

F02'J.......................................Wamel (oxcem(wmsxeemtw8hd soom car0_ wornhydm0_ cJ_nde pun/_calx:m)(H)
from me pnxJucS_n ot rnatens_8on _ pn_mmy _ let me Cx'oau_
or manufllcmrmgmm (lm • roscumt, cnen'a_ muwml]unW,or comlx)n_nl ,n 8
to_ang Ixocemsl o( In. 8hd t_ m_ _ 0c_ nat mctucte
wasml eromemmmem u_d omy lot me ixodummnor ue_ o( _emJ_o_eho

;:024.......................................Pu=_m8wssl4m..'Oudmg _u_not kinked tO, dmMa_n rm homerends. lM1. (7")
and relclO# cleln-Oul wmllel, trom the WOduClx_o_cre'tamc_lonnalOd _Onalx:
I_lroclt_am OY +e_ r_l_,.m cauWz_l Woce_ms The_ ct_nnete(I a_c

we _ r_annr_j_ _ _ ra_r.png_ one to
h_t. mm vamemgam_un_ _ _ o+ ci_onn_ a._n_uuon (Thin

10_Img_ not mclumDwa,,o_anm_1,waUDmwll_IJ111memmfluor. _l)_r_+lCllal.
Iy_UL_ urutoe b_to_m _ 26131 or J _1.32.).

1=025......................................._onmme_ _t onOs. spem h_ers w_ _ter a0mk_ _ dmlm_m westes from (7")
t_ Woducu_n o4 certain c*_onnau_ JdmemuchVaroca_u, Oy tree r_Jecat
cata_zed 1_cmule_. Then cnmnnstod _uc nyOn_a_x_u _o _ _v."_j
clmon cJ_lm_ rlln_n_ ln>m_ tO and _ IMJ. w_ vlrym_ amounts
_ pomtm,_ M cnl_nnesu_mon.

1:026.......................................Wlmtes (txc_ol ws_emmtoz w_l soem cartmn _ l_clrogen cnlon0e pun/_.auon) (H)
from me 1_sxxJucuono( rnatmu_ on oqummentpmemueey_J4d torme mw_u/_ctw.

uN (le • roxcUml, cnemcal mtermeOme,or _1 _ • f_muiaUng
Woce_) o( tetrx., pem_., or hexac_or_hz_e unO_r_umne _,

F027.......................................I_ ua'mmm_formul_Inoa'mconu_ m-. ten.. or _ or _ (H)
carcleaunumcltannuwuon_cantmm_ con_u_ clenv_l_c,n mese cr_roanen-

s_ztofr_ _eourd1_ 2.4,S.tz_:t_roone_ol_ me sole corr4_r_.).
1:028.......................................R_ re,_ from me monermlmnor _ecmlll _rmlm'm_oi sod co_ammiitecl (T')

mm EPA I.tszar0ousWule Nos.F020. F021, F022. F023, F02_. lindF027.
[;=039.......................................LeeCf_llerel_lllg _ me ll'tlt111,_qlt.Sl_#l,_}Q,or dm _ WlUIIN _ Oy ('T).

mort _ One wls_ cocto unOtr S_dXNInD, or fro_ • mama'_ oi wastn
crammedun_m S_Ooa_J C and O oi _e psrt. (Leac_te rm_un 9 _ the
manegeme_ 04 one of more oi me toaowmgEPA Hlz,wOou_WuleS and no
ol_er _ ,m_e'l retalmS41 _ wm,e code_I): F020. F021. I=022.
1:023.F026. F027. Indlor F028).

•(t.T')nnou_ I=_unml Io _ _o_ co_ _ _ tomcc_mlm_n_1.

[46 FR 461'7, Jsn. 16, 1961]

EDn'OXL, U. NOTre l_r PlmJ_L,U. R_;XSTZR citations &ffecting I 261.31. see the List of CFR
Sections Affected in the Finding Aids section of th t* volume.

fl 261.32 Huanloum wutes from epeciflc sources.

The following solid ws,s_s eu'e listed hazardous wutes from specific sources
un.less they eu'e excluded raider | J 260.20 8hd 260.22 and listed Ln Appendix IX.

Onau_ryand EPA _ l

wuso No. _wmmo I cooo -

Wood 0roNa_mlon:K001....... I_ momm_m_ Itom me _mmm o( wmmantorm Imm .+mmxlWooon0mgI (I")
procemlm mat _ cmoeoteend/o#Dm. i

K002 .....................................Wmmewew uutermm _dge Wornme Ix'oaucs_ono( c_mme ye_o_ end orer_ I ('1")
m0rem_ms. i

KO03......................................Wa_ewmer trtmmem tuuctgetvommo t_ ot rnoq_ or_ _ .........; CT)
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T

Inclultryand EPA h4z,mnlQus I-qllzwQc_ w_llOWillie No.

KO04......................................WuW._W _roaa_om_ ev,ore t0'_opro_u_x_ _ z_ _ p0gmamuL...................... CT')

KOOS......................................wummw Nom_em _ from me mac_-tmn _ mmme greenmgmen_................I mK00e .......................................w_w Na_i _ frommo m'o=ucmn oicnronmmnde greenmgrr.m_ ICT')

KO07......................................W_W B'_lmmrN_ from tho p#oductnuOn_ _ {'T')
KO06.......................................Ovqm_ f_omme _ cdcrGon_ oz=_ green . CT)

KOO9.....................................l_.md0a.mnbone_ _ me i_cx:0uc'axmoi a_o_ _ omy_me..........................; (1")

xolo......................................iO_uon _ cu_ _romtrumooumx_ c_t_.tuu(mny__ocn_ ..........................iCT)
K011 ......................................_ $_lun fromI_ ,mll.lUlwlle#Sll_l_Ir in me WO6,J_"IIO#IOi _ ................. (R, 'I")
K013 ......................................I_ Sll'_14mhxzm1t'_R_lOneln_ c_ m U'I¢opro@u_lzono#_ ..................(R.T')
I,(014......................................I_ #oreme _e._onm_ manf_.mx=nco4umnm grim_oO,._cizonoi _ ..........('1")
K01S......................................S_ boemm_Ir_m mo O_m_¢4m_m _ _ ..............................................................i CT')

K017 ......................................_ _ (,llt ,l_lll_nl) _ t1'14I_n#l_llorl _ in me _ OI I('T)
o_ml_lnn. I

IK018 ......................................1Homq, eml #m_ _ In_-_OM0mn_mn m emyt c_ncle l_c_tmn .............................ct1
K019 .....................................1,,_ _ from I_ m_i_m, m mnymn_ ommml m _ny_m_ m_l_nel CT)I

I
I _ _ mn_ _ monowmr

'°"iiiiil;il;iiiiiiiiiiiil;;iiiiiil;il"" -'"K02_ Aqueo_mmp_r_mnwnoe__ wzm_mgromnm__ _ .......................i cr)
x022 Ii_tmam_o_boetom_rm _ mo proOuclzono( pe,_moh,acmonofromcz,m_xm..................i CT)
xoa3 .............................._.......IDau_un_on_ _ _=m mo _ o4_ _mmn_ _om naonma_'_.........ICT)
K024 .........................:............I I_MiIn_'l _ _ _1o_ oi _ Ii_ fv'_mn_prl_ ............i lT}
K025 ......................................I {:_llutllz_ _ _ I1'11_ Oi m11'oOll'lllmlby tlm rllrlllx_ Of talrl,llrl_.....1 ('I")

K028 ......................................SImx_'_ _ Z,l_ _m I_ W'ea_-'n_ m nwmy _ p,,m_m_.........................................icr)K027 .....................................__ _ dlllz_l_'_ _ tl,1_I'ttoil,i_ll dmo_yIl_lo _ .........................(Ft,T")

I<O211......................................I_'--'_I_I__lalyl8_ me lIV_ll1=CmOlmalm'relclar in me pl_ucllon oi 1,1,1.m_r11_'.iCT)
K0_ ......................................; wau_e_m m_ q_mclucts_lm sm_er m me _ oi _,_,1.mcn0en_mar,_..........ICT)

KOe3.....................................l I:_la_n bonon_ _mm mine _ ...........................................................................' (1"}
_0_5 .....................................I I::)m_l_m or mlc_mmon column_ _n mo _ oi c_roOenzi_es .......irr)

K09.4 O|nz-_ |_,onon._n,om me m.o_u_|onm m'_'l,_ w'v_mnae_mm_no-,nn_n_ ............;cr')

_o_ ::::::::::[o.,,._ o=_.,., me,_.=_ _ _.,._.,,,=,,,,me,,........................................._
I 8/lO.

K10.3......................................_,)¢o_ mmaz_zlmm andmeozr_acu_nh'_m me pro(luctmn_ w_n_ ...........................;rr)

KlOS ......................................' Slmlslim _ sweln _mmme re_'_ _ _ smp ,,nme proO_'bon ('r)

K107 .....................................C.46umnOOt1_ml_rom I_Oi:lu_ lllO_llmn from _ i_'o(lucllon of 1,1_I'I_. (C.T)
Pq_nrm_ne(UOMH)f_. camoW_: _ m_'m,nu.

K108 .......................................C4X_IM'.Imdcok_m_o_mead_ from _'oOucl_llt,_on lind condm_sodro.%'10_vent (I.T')
tram mo _ oi 1,1*cwn_m_,_m'm (UOMH) from camo_/_: _:_

K_09 .......................................Sm_ w_ caemog_ from_o_u_ raunf_t_n_om tn__o_uc_n o_ _,__. CT)

K110 ......................................_ _ _ Itom milli Ml_lrlllll_ _ me I_Oi:luCl_ oi ('T)
1,i_m,p,i'_p,Or_ (UOMN) _romc4wOoW_mca(xmnyo_a_u.

K111 ....................................._ waIM_w111_'lt_ommo_ of _10nmmo_on__ nai'm_onof to_amr'_.......... (C,T)
K112 ......................................Re4c_n Oy.t_roO_ warn' _ me _ _ nn tem_ of Iolum_e(i_ rr)

mm'_v_ nyzlm_nllmn m _nm'm_,_n_.
Xli3 ....................................q._nO_raNa_._g_ ,n:m_temm, mecm_o_lOmerf_mewproOuctm_ CT)

KI i _ ................................... Vom,_ from ma punhcmmono4to_ona1<Nm_mmnme _ of tcWe,._mNmne CT')
v_mny,drogm_an oi amnnmmcue_r_.

KIIS ....................................I'_ _ fromme punhclllm_of _ m me PrO(lluC'Im_o# loCu_"i_:l_- (T')

i('116 ......................................O|'_l,n_ c_n|_nulo t_l_'nme zoMm| r_l_ov_'yco_,|n'|nin a"_ _ of 1o_,|_me (7")

' Kl17 .....................................Wl_ow|w #ore me r_c_# villi _ _ m me I_OdUClzo_Of _ ('r')
dlBranv_ _1 IlronvnlllOno_elnlno.

KI _O......................................_ _ _ _ punhc_ ot emy_r_ cl_ro_m_m me i_o_mu"Izonot CT')

K104_......................................SI_ oc_omsI_m me i_unlr.awn ol em_ne_ _ m _ proauc_onot o_ rr)

A-17
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I_ and EPAII&tatOo_ _ I I ,u'am No. cooe

Ira_wl: ctwnr.m:
KO71....................................._ I_Don mud8 Erom_ m,m'curf_ _ uncntonneI_'oduclx)n.M't_e ('1")

mameruNaygxamun_clI_m m no_u_.
KOT"J....................................._t_ _ wmm_from me i:n_hcau_ I m ma cua_vugm r..ml (_

I _ 7_e _ m _ pmclucu_.
K108 ................................. W_I u'_u_em uaxlgo Imm me mercurycN _ m chlcmnoI_oclucUon....... (1")

Pen=c_
K_I .................................... ___ __0n _ __ M_A __ _ .....................
K_2 .....................................Wememmmrm_eemmm_ _ me _ _ _ .........................................m
K033 ......................................W_l_ll_ and _ _t_ _ _ __ _ __ m _

_ m O'uon:mne.

K_S ......................................W_mt_aW _ea_ _ generatedm the _ M crl ...........................(T)
K_ ......................................SW _ _ _ _n_lmn I_ m me _ _ _I ............ m
K_7 ......................................W_mmW W_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .......................................
K_ ......................................we_mwwl _ _ _ _ s_ M _em _ ....................................CT)
K_ ......................................F_m, _ I me _uon _ __-._._.,:._ _ 0nme _ _ m

K_ ......................................Wemmw natr_m _ _ me _ _ _m ............................................m
KOa1 ......................................Wummw namw_ uaxlge_ me grom_ o_mzaumene.......................................Ct)
KG42......................................t.4eavyendI Or Cml]Nal remOuellfrom _ Om_lIIl_O_Of lef_ un_ (T')

_ 2.4,_T.

K097 ......................................V_ s_ _ _ the _ __ m _ __ Oi

K_ ....................................Unu_moclmocua wuateumtaw_m me i_xiucua_ ot to_ .....................................

KI_ ......................................_ w_W (M __ _8m. _ ws_al_) _ N
_r_Ouc_no(e_ ac,d and _J _

K124 ......................................R_ _ I wItqWfrom the i_'od_ cM_ mcud (C. 1")

K12S......................................_, ov_. _ ___ _ _ _ _ M _

K131......................................WmW __ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ (C._

K_ ......................................_ _ ana m.mmaw _mmn_ m _ me _ _ _

xo44 ......................................w_w u_mtm_ I fn_n mm__ arm _ _ e_ .J (R)
K_5 ......................................._ _ _ _ u'u_ _ _mt_ _ _ .............................(R)
K_ ......................................Win.mW _mm_em _ _ me __. formu_ _ _ of

K047 ......................................_1_ _I i _ _8_ ......................................................................................(R)

KOa9......................................_ o_ e.umon _,m _ mo _oi_m _ _ .............................................
KO_O................................ J._t, _ oun_ _ _ _ me _ro_e_ _ _ ..................
KOS_............................. _ m_m_ _ _m me _ _ I ..................................................
K_ .....................................T__(1)__r_m_ ...............................................

IronandI

i
KO_2................................. ,S_empu_uomuar _ma oy _ _mtmg opemtmmo_ fac_meov_n u_ _ (C,_

K_ .................................... _ _ /_m____ce_
at _ I _ II

• _ ane:
K_ ....................................._ _ nau,.em _ I w_w w_lo_ _ _ _ _

mmu_ zinc_

xo_ ....................................._ _ _ pmmn,m_mmum_ .............................................................
F_

K_ ......................................Ernmmn _ _ o__ _ _ _ ............................._ --
K_ ......................................EI _ cU,m o__ 0mm_ne_mum _ ........................................_
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I_OuszryandEPA hLtWO0_ Hazard
wlu_ NO. NLI,m'OOUSwllte Code

Seconam iee4"
K089 ......................................Ermw._ commJdum/_ _om seconcU_kmclsmatm9...............................................('rl
KtO0 .....................................WIG4 _ aO_ from _._ lqH'_,,t_ O( _ _ clulllllt_l_e _ ('T)

ucoemmV_ am'mmq.
V_ _cmlamm:
x_ ......................................W_mmw navnsm _ ge_.'x_ _ me _o_mD'_ of vstw,nm_ _ ('r}

Worn_ or o,x_ compow_o.
K101 ......................................0ellblWlll_lUM'¢m from lt_ GHMIJ_II_qO_ Indmo-iDam_ _ m the (T)

o4 wmmn_ I_tmmcmmc_ tt©m msmsc m c_no-_sm_c com.

K10g ...................................... R_ _m mO _ oi _tsvat_ _ fm aocomm_Nn m me Ixo_cuon o((T)

K088 ,%o_m_tw_ and ssuaqes.¢.musu¢o_ and uluOg_, or wetw w_ m_l (T)
_ermsscseanm_tuoe_umme_u_mme_.onmm_ _

elnem,_ _ tuw_zors _onumn;I c_rommmandlead.

XO_O...................................... /_mom. mmm _ ,mm co*ungcOmswm .................................................................IT)
xO_7 ...................................... l_csm_ urea tm mtm_. ,_o_ cmmq oo_mmm ..................................................................CT)

_. .L_

(46 ]FH 4618. Jnm. 18. 1981]

_'n|2ORIAL NOTI_ l;_or I;_I:DIZP.ALRI_|_PI_t citations affecting | 261.32. see the List of C]PR
Sections Affected in the l;'lndlnl Aids section of this volume.

Errlcc'r_vl_ DATa NOTE: At 55 _ 18505. May 2. 1990. the table in 1 281.32 wu Lrnended by
adding to the subm'ouv "Or,._mc chemicals" the entries for EPA hs.t,zrdous WuLte numbers
Kl0"t. KI08. K109 and til0. effective November 2. 1990.

§ 261.33 Discarded commercial chemical from a container that has held a_ny
products, off-epeciflcxtion species, con- commercial chemical product or man-
miner residues, and spill residues ufacturmg chemical intermediate
ther_)f, havh'lg the generic name listed in

The folic, wing materials or items are paragraphs (e) or (f) of this section.
hazardous wutes ii and when _hey are unless the container is empty as de-
discarded or intended to be discarded fined in § 261•V(b)of this chapter.

as described in § 261.2(a)(2)(i). when [Comment." Unless the residue ts be|ns bene.
they are mixed with waste oil or used [lcially used or reused• or legitimately recy.
oil or other material and applied to tied or reclaimed: or being accumulated•
the land for dust suppression or road stored, t_ansported or treated prior to such
treatment, wt,*_ they are otherwise use. re-ume, recycling or recl_nation. EPA
applied to the land in lieu of their considers the residue to be intended for di.s+
original intended use or when they are card. and thus. a hazardous wute. An exam-
contained in products that are applied ;)le of a lectlmate re-use of the residue
to the land in lieu of their o_iginal in- would be where the residue remzins in the
tended use, or when, in lieu of their conuzlner and the con_ner is used to hold
oricnal intended use, they are pro. the same commercial chemicaJ product or
duced for use u (or u a component manufacturing chemical Intermediate it pre-

piously held. An example of the discard of
of) a fuel. distribute ' for use as a fuel. the residue would be where the drum is sent
or burned u a fuel• te a drum reconditloner who reconditions

(al Any commercial chemical prod. the drum but discards the residue.]
uct, or manufacturing chemical inter-
mediate having the generic name td) Any residue or cont_uninated soil•

. listed in paralrraph (el or (f) of this water or other debris resulting from
• section, the cleanup oi a spill into or on any

(b) Any off-specification commercial land or wa_er of any commercial
chemical product or manufacturing chemical product or manufacturing

• chemical intermediate which, if lt met chemical intermediate havin_ the ge-
spe,;ificatlorm, would have the generic neric name listed in paragraph (el or
name listed in paragraph (el or (f) of (f) of this section, or any residue or
this section, cont_uninated soil. water or other

tC) Any l'+$i__ll+u wmmnimil,'+_ im + ent,. _l_l.swi_ woe. le+'_n f,_,,,q,_,,+@I_. _*I,_.._.._ ,..,¢.... ,w ..... -----_------ _.,_* _ * _w_l_mumLuml_ mm vi, ii lwlkllu, _..,l,'l,,,..,_,l, al, l,l_ _a& _I.

tamer or in an inner liner removed soill, into or on any land or water, of
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any off-sl_.cificstion chemical product wute by the charactert_tlcs set forth in
and manufacturing chemical interme- Subpart C of this part.]

di&re which, if it met specifications, (e) The commercial chemical prod.
would have the generic name listed in ucts, manufacturing chemical interme.
paraiT_ph (e) or (f) of this section, diates or off-specification commercial
(Comment." The phrase "commercial chemt- chemical products or manufacturing
call product or numufacturin¢ chemical in- chemical intermedia_.s referred to in
termedlate having the generic name listed pars411"aphs (a) through (d) of this sec.
in . . ." refers to a chemic_ substance tion. are identified as acute ha2Ju'dous
which is manufactured or formulated for wsates (H) and are subject to be the

commercial or manufacturing use which small quaJltlty exciuston defined in
consists of the commercially pure I[rade of
the chemical, any techni(_ In'_:les of the t 261.5(e).
chemlc_ that are produced or marketed. [CommenL" For the convenience of the reiru-
and ali formulations in which the chemicll l&ted community the primary hazardous
is the sole active lnEredient, lt does not properties of these materials have been Indi-
refer to a material, such u a manufacturinl cared by the letters T (Toxicity). and R (Re-
proce_ wute. that conta/ns any of the sub- activity). Absence of a letter indicates that
stances listed in paral[raph (e) or (f). Where the compound only LI listed for acute toxici-
a manufacturing process wute U_ deemed to ty.]
be a hazardous wute becsuae lt contains a
subatance listed in p_ph ,:e) or (f). such These wutes and their correspond-
waste will be listed in either I 261.31 or ing EPA Hazardous Wa,st_ Numbers
| 261.32 or will be identified u a haT.srdous are:

HaZ-

woous Chem¢_ Suonuwewasle liil_ilr_'tllNO,
NO.

PO2"J 107-20-0 k:euuaenycle,cn*ota.
1=902 591-04-2 Acstsm_e, N-_ammo_oa)mee_}.
P'05? e,80-sl_-7 Acsm'mOe._._::-.',-

62-74.,,8 _ BOd. _, _

P902 $91-04-.2 1._¢ee_-2.ew_rm
I='003 107-02.41 AcmNm
P070 1le-oe-3 _rjro
POG4 300-00-2 Nam
PO05 _07-1S,,,4 A_
P006 204Se,,-73,,4 Aluminum_ (R.T')
PO07 2763..N..4 S-(_}-3-4so_u_

$0_24-5 4-Amnom_ame
1=009 131-7_II Anvwo_Jm_olW (R)
P__9 7803,-S5-4 Ammomm_vw_mam
P099 _d)4-61-,_ ,_rOe_mm(';.i.l_s_cysno_., pmus_m
1=,010 7770-311-4 Anm_c m4 N_sO,
1=9_2 _327-S3-3 Anmzc modeAs,O,
PO_1 1303-2S.-2 _ osaee
P9_1 1303-2S-2 Anmmcpemom_
P012 1327-S3-3 4nm_c triton04

ISI-$6-4

P967 7S-SS-4 kw14ma. 2-nwev_
P013 Sa,_.._-i _mum cy_
P024 106,=47,,,4 _,

POTT 100-01-@ B4nl'm_wf_L

F_20 1(X)-44-7 8em_me. (cmammef_F.

Pg,US 122-09-4 _. _sap_4-m_sm_
PQ14 1oe-0e-5 Benzw,em,_
P001 ' 01-41-2 2H-1_2-on_. 441yGros_3-(3-oxo-I_)-. & e4_, sRwn _ OI C_n'_On_llgorm

9reete_man 0.3%

POIS 7440-41-7 Ber_
1=017 594-31-2 6mmo4cmo_
Polo 357-57-3 Bna:_m
1=945 39196-10-4 2-St,tanone.3.3.demmlwt-l.(mmlWRhm)-.

O.(m, myW,mo)camm_ ] omm*
• . ,,,v
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HA/. !

wm_u_ _

• I_D.

!

P021 S92-O_.4 CaJcs_ cyeruae
;=021 592-014 C4JoumcynrnaeCa(_l)=
I=022 7_-I&.0 C_aon amui_cm

PO24 104-4;-4 ¢_;_Wtw_ene
P926 $344.._- I t-(_ltr, muree
1=027 542-76-7 3-(_ioroaro_onnn,e
1=029 $44-92-3 CoG_r cyarnOe
1=029 S44-02-3 _ cyarvOeCu(CN)
1=030 ............................Cyamoes(sohJ01ecyan_e sa,s), not omerv_e
P031 4e0-19.-S CyanoQen
I=033 _6-77_ Cva_ chlanOe
P93.1 S06-T_-4 Cyenagenc_vonoe(C_K_
PO3d; 131-49-S 2-CycJone_4,6-<lm_onnenai
P0t6 S42-46-_ Ov:r_womeu_ emer
P93e sS-28.,40, cn_cX_w._wsme
1=037 e0..$7-I Omdnn
POM 692-42-2 C)m_sme
P041 31_..4S-S O,emy_nn_aae_ _te
P940 297-97-20,O.C_emv_ O._r_ _owvoate
1=043 SS-91..4 0e*owqo_r,uorophosu_le (DFI_
P004 309-00-2 1.4.S.8.0u_eman(ma_maklme.1.2.3.4,10.t0.nexe, chlmo-t,4.4a.S.8,_l,.hQxahydro..

! I a_n4.4,mr, a.4_uL 5amn,.ea_. eaaeu=).

465-.3,-6 1,4.5.8-C_n'_itf'_4n_tt'_l_. 1.2.3.4,10.10-1'waul.Cl'_O-1.a,41.S.O.O4d't4xahyOro.
(I lIOhl.41l_'m.4aOeul.SbeuIObeta.Oal:4tal.

I_q)37 60.-57-t 2,73.6-OuTmtnanoml_m(2.3.bjox_ren4.3,4.S,6.9,9-hesachlo_o-ta.2.2i.3,6.64.7.7a.octanyd_o.
(I aUMOfla.2"OoLL2aul_'_l.3beta,f,beUl.644jOh_7be.i. 71ul_he).

POSt '72-20-4 , 2.7 3.6-O_et_nona_nm (2.3.0)o=_en4, 3.4.S.6.9.9.hexacnloro.ta.2.2a,3,6.64.7,Ta.oculnyOro..
(ta,M_.2Detl.2104ta,3810tta.6410rm,64Deta,Tbeul,7Ull_a;. & rnet4DoMes

P'(,_4 60-SI-5 i C)w_emoam
_s 122-09-e t _.a_o_a.Ownen_onenew_n,mne
1=947 _534-S2-1 __,6-(,._o-o...c_e,sot,& salts
I=048 51-28-S , 2.4-Ovvvo_nol
;=020 U-4&-_ _0mos_
POeS 152-16--0 i (:_mosc)r_anv4e.ocum_en'_.
Pl I I 107-49-3 _ (_)tlOllOtV_e_ lIC_. tll4SIMll_yi _l_Itil_

P039 294-04-4 _I_su_olo_
_g S,I1-S3-7 Or_oouet
1=05,3 115-29-7 ErtOo,l_fan
P088 t4S.-73-3 Endolftllll
P'051 _2-20.-e En(_m
1=951 72-20.-4 Endnn.A r_t._tes
1=O42 51-43,-4 Epmel_V'w_
P031 46Q-19.-S Ethll_
P066 _6752-77-5 Eb_MInt4oO'V_¢IOd,

N-( ((memymmm_.a_X_)or_].. mem_de'atm
P101 107-12-,0 EthytcysrvOe
PQS4 I $1-M-.4 Ethvmr_mmne
I=097 5245-7 Fm
I=054 7782-41-4 _kJOeV_
P957 640.-I 9-7 Ruoro4cmnm,de
PQ$O _-74.-._ Fk,P0_O41CIt=I: OCSO. SO_aUf11 I,iUt

1=065 628-44..4 Fumvmc ac_. n_cury(2. ) san (R,I")
POS9 711-44-4 l._em_K.vo_
P062 7S7-S11-.4H¢I_IHItlI_teffl_tosi_t4te
P_16 79-19.4 Hy_&l_tealrOoU't,oermOe

i=Oe3 _-eo-e w_mcysn_ =vm
• Poe3 ; 74._)...i _.,_og,_ wanoe

PT)_ 7803-51-2 _r_ _osoneoe

PO07 I 2763..9_...4 3(21"l|-I=ouzolo_. 5-iammmyq-
• I=092 I 62.38-4 M_wcury.(aceulm..L,_/_.

1=965 ! 628-44,-4 _ fulminatelR,T)
1='042 ! 62-7S-9 lld4tft4et4n'w'_.N.meth_l.N.4_VOiO.

624-43-9 l_ne, rso¢_w_ilo-
POt6 5.42-44-I _. oxl_m(c_vom.
P_12 ' 509..14-4 IdellrUme.teu_ (la)
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p1111 ?$..70-7 Methanemml.tncNom- .
11S-.29-7 6.9-Memon_2.4,3.tzenxoooxamm_n,6.7.8,9,10,10-

helcnlom- I ,S._l.6.9,941.nezanycz_.3-omre
P059 76-44-4 4,7.Memano.lH.mdm_. 1,4.5,6.7,8,_

:)a.4,7,Te._n_clm.
P066 leTS2-T?-S ki4mm_

po6a 624-43-8 M,my* _m
woes 7s-M-s 2._
P071 2M-00-0 Mem_ parl0",_n
P072 _ _my,mmma
PO?3 134_-39-3 _k:ke__
P073 1:_14}3.-38-3N*_o( ¢41/Oo¢_NRC,O),. ('T.4).
P074 557-18-7 N_lll ¢ltllM_
PO?4 557-19..7 N_ml ¢y_lscM_k(C_lh
P07S aSa..11-S Ncmme, • sans
P0?6 10102..43-.8 Nlm¢

POTt 100-014 p-NmwV_
P078 10102-44-0 NitrOQ_

P076 10102-.43-.8 NeIoQ_ mo04 NO
P078 _0_02-.u-.0 _ ¢mu, NO,
Poe_ ss..e3-o Nm_g_cenn. (n)
poe2 82-75-o _wojo4mm_4a_n,

PO_SS 1_,* 16-90¢lamwmysP'f'roPflosDh_Envcm
P9.87 _16-.12_ OsmmJm _ _,. 61'.4)-
P047 2011111-12-00eccum t_'o_¢l@
POU 14S.-73-3 7_ (2.2.1]homac_2.3.clcaroof_
P_9 S4_3S-2 Porsm_t
1=034 1314_S P'rw_ol.2_Wi-a.6<ktwo.
P048 $1-211-S Pher_. 2.4-dmm_

P047 _ S34-S2-I I_w_. 2.memy_.6..Cntro-. & sa_
P020 60...4S-7 _ 2-(l_o_)-4.&<mmo.
P909 131-74-4 Phe_i. 2.4.6.1nnsa. ammomjm_ (R)
PQ92 62-3e-4 P_e,_yv_czry mw
P093 103..4S-S

2N-.02-2 l:_w_rmm

P096 7803-51-2
l:_)_.i 311_S _ _. _memi4_ eslw
P039 296-G4_ P'_qu0rl_(_lmm_acsS.0.O.4mm_

S.(2.(em_uvomr_) emw
POSM 2S_-.02-2 _na_m_ Kla. O.O.awm_

S.((em_rvoWrmmy*]esuw
PO4m, e0-Sl-S _ KxS.O.C)-cbmem_S-(2.(_)..2-oxoeu_4] elJim
P043 55-01..4 P'_oe_on4¢_¢ _, _iomoa_r*e_m_()_
P009 SG-3&-2 _ ao4. O.O.4m_ O-(4.nm_)_neny_),stm
PO40 2_7-97-2 _ mad.0._ O-pyrszmylester
P097 S2-4_7 P_Oe_Ov_C aC(L

O-(4.((am_u_mmo_,_Jony*)pN_y*) 0._ ,s_m
i:q)71 250-00-4)_ aad.O.O.<m,_,_s_¢O.(4.nmo_) ,s_
Pi i0 7_.(X)-2 Psumi_. tmrNm_-
POM 1S1-60-1 _ cylmm
P0941 lS1-$0-11 POUIM4Jm _ K(CN|

SOe,,,_l-4 P'ouumumI_,er cyw'a:le
PO70 i16..0_..3 ProNtuli. 2-memW-2-(memWmm)-.

P101 107-12-0 Pma4nenmle
P027 $42-76-.7 I_o_monmte. 3-¢Noro.
P_9 7S..46-S F*I_W_I_. 2-t_mm,p2.mmlWl-
_i SS-43-0 i.2.3.Pmoenem_,tnn_ato (R)
PO17 59_-31-2 2_. 1.tyomo-
Pl02 107-19-7 Prlx)41_ IU¢o_Ol
PT)03 107-02-8 2.i_opon_
POOS 107-16-4 2.Proae__-_
P0_7 7S-SS-II 1.2._
Pl02 I07-19-7 2.Pm_y_-I-oI

P07S _ S4-11-5 I:_m4m4. 3-_l-mmlWi-2.._m_Cbn_,, (SF, A ll4RS

Pll4 _2039-S3..0 SeWvaum _. ¢ImU_,Nmum(i.-)ma_i

_-22 _i
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. § 261.33 40 CFR Cb. I (7-1-90 Edition)

HSX.
ataaus C_envca,
waste Mmlrliczs No. ': Sur)stance

• No E
, ,

P103 63Q- I0-.4 __l

P104 S06-6a-9 S,*v_ cyetxae
P104 506..64-9 _ cyam0e _I(CN|
PIOS 2Q828-22-8 _ LInae

P10e 143,-.,13-9 Sodium ¢'yllnlde
Pt06 _ 143-33-9 _ ¢ylI/tWIONIi(CN)
P107 1314-f_,,.,I Sll_llMm _ _rS
Pl0e _ 57-24-9 S_10.,om. • uns

PQ18 357-57-3 5_10-_e. 2.3_z W.
PI(NI _57-24-9 Su1_rvww. & uns
P11S 7444-19-4 Suma'¢ acre. clm'_zcM'_1+ ) &Mm
P109 3_4l_.24-5 Tql_r_Ol_Ol0NIle
Pl 10 76--00-2 TIll'NN leSd
Pl 11 107-49-3 TezrMa_ pyro_own41e
P112 S0ql.-144 T tR)
P062 7S7-54-.4 Telfa_'_iDt_n¢ ac_. hex,m eslw
Pt13 1314-32-5 Th4Mh¢
Pl 13 1314-32-S TI_IUIu_ oxx:M
Pl 14 1203_-4) Th41kum(I) s4i4rvle
Pl 15 7446-18-4 Tl'uianjn_l) eultmle

PI011 3e49-24-S Thmao_r_n¢ m=cLte_rNu'_ ester
P_dIS 39194-19-4 Ttaofw_ox

P049 541-$3..7 TP_m_la_bC41t_a_¢ ¢kamr'Je((H,N)QSI],NH
P014 I0_.94- S T_om_nm
P116 79-19-6 T_CnM_Camau_de

PO2_ 5344-412- I TheoreMS. (2-¢_0rOl_14N_ld).
1=072 66-44.-4 Tl_u. 1-ru_l_eny_.
P093 103-4S-5 Tl_oureaL
P12"J 8001-35..2 To_
P116 75-70-7 T_

Pl 19 7803-SS-8 Vena_c sod. ammonmm M,
P120 1314-62-1 Vlln4_zcm_mm:le VR
P120 1314.,.E_- 1 VIIn4KlmJ_pent0xz0e

as49--m-0 v_'_m,_. N-memV_N_o.

_001 ' 01-4ll-2 W_rlll_n. & 114i/_.WhOrl I_11N)nl I1| ¢onc_r_lllOl_ _IMII_ _ 0.3%
P121 557-21- ! Zinc
P121 557-21-1 Zinc cyl_z_ll ZNCN|_

P122 1314...64-7 Z_t¢ _ Zn_pl. _ 1_I_41_1II1 c_Ic_rlzlao_ _rl1411__ 10% (R.T_

' CAS Num_ _ _¢r Nmm compeu_ omy

([) The commerctaJ chemicsl prod. (Comment: ]=orthe conven|enceot the refu.
ucr.s, mazzf_ctuz_n¢ chem|cz] interme, isled community, ¢he prtmzu-_- hxz,_doua

di&ees, or o[[-specKic_¢|on commerciaJ properf.ies o¢ these m_tertzLLs hsve been rod|.

chernicsl produc_ refer£ed to in p&rs- c,ted by the letLen T (Toxicity). R (Rcic.
graphs (&) throush td) of thLs section, tlvlty). ! ([ST_it_biilty) z_ndC (Corro_|vtty).
aze identified as tox|c wastes (T). Absence of • letter lndlc_te_ r.h&t the com.
ULniesa o¢herwLse desJtn&_ed amd ire pound Lzonly lt-ted for t_xJc|ty.]
subject to the sm&ii quzmtity genera- These wastes azzd the|r correspond.
tor exclusion defined In § 261.5 (&) aJnd [n_ _PA Haz_urdou_ Wute Humber&
(g). sre:

1,1_.

_um _e¢la No 5_mtw
No [

U001 ?S-.07-0 t /_.mal_e_t_ ii)
U034 7_-87.,E, I A¢_waer_oe.

Ul117 62-44-2 ! At4_t14M_I_.N.,.(44_).
• U005 _1-N-3 i Ateum_m. N._H.ftu_en.2-W.

U240 ' _4-75-7 I A_II_ &¢_l. (2.4*_¢NOt_j_F. ' 14UtB• _sI_rsU11,2 141-71_ ._ _ ethVt ell,lM (I)
U14_ 301-04-2 I A_ K_I. kMm(2_.| un

U214 _ I _ _ _lllillzum(l+|

_-23
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HILT.
ItClaUl Cl_emr.al
wute al_ltractl NO. SuOstance

No.

see 93-76-5 Aceuc moo. (2,4,S-__.
F027

UO02 67-64-1 Acetone (I)
U00O 7S-05-4 k:_dm0 (I,T)
U004 94--86,.2 _.et_

UOQS S3.-ee-3 2-/_:_
uooe 75.36-5 _ cfdon_ (C.R,T)

U007 79-06-1 ._U00B 79- I 0- 7 (11
U00'9 107-13-I Acqdonm'_e
U011 61..,02-S k_wme
U012 62-63-3 _ (I.1")

U136 75-60-5 Arlwu¢ Icw:l. d.'n_tlly(.
uo14 4o2-00-0 Auram,ne
U01S :15-02-6 AZas4mne

U010 50..07.7 Az_no(2".3":3,4 iwrm_(1,2.e]_o_e.4.7.0_ne, _(((amrmocatt_)ow]mem,_).
1,I e.2,a,M.eb.ne_o.aa.memow.S-memy_., ( laS-4 loailXm, llOeta._.ll_) ).

U157 $6.-49-5 8enz(i]mcahlnmrym_, 1.2-Od_ro-3.memyt-
U01B 225-51-4 Boris(c ]Kn0me
UQ17 9e-47-3 BenzW c_lon0e

U192 23950..S8..S BenzarnaOe. 3,5-dx:h_m-N-41,1-dm_em_2.CXOOW_).
I.)010 5e-.5S-3 8er_(a il._wvacene

U094 57.97-6 6en,t(a]lmtrfm. 7,12-Om'mthyt-
U012 62-S3,-3 6enZenenvne (I,1")

U014 492-80-8 Beq_zenamm,e,4.4'_iOfeiN.N,.Om'_ff_d.
U049 3165-03-3 Benzonlmme, 4,<:r_oro.2.melr_d-, _toroc_
UOx)3 60-11-7 Oehzeftan'w_, N,N-dm_ltl_.4.(phenyl_o_.
U328 95-S3-4 8e_eNmm_. 2.memO-
U353 106-49-0 8e_enlmme. 4,.n'mU_
UI_I I01-14..4 B_mzenlemne. 4,4.me_f_mr_0_(g<nloto..
U222 636..21-5 8e_enlmme, 2.memO. nyorocnK3nOe
U1Ol 99-554 8_mzonemme, 2.meml_.5-n,¢ro-
U019 71-43-2 Benzene (I,T)

U030 101-56-3 0en.-one. I,._.

U03S 305-03-3 0ermmel_Jumm= aad, _.(i_s42-cn_oett_)mmmo].
U037 108,,.90-7 8en,zene. crMo(o.
U221 25376.,,4S..e Benzen,K_U_me, _.mem_-

U028 117-.81-7 1,2-B4nzl_eOcllroowwc 4od, _s(g-ethy_mryt) este_
U069 84-74-2 1,2-Sen2_xyV¢ acx:l.0,Ou_ este¢
UOM 84-66-2 1,2._x.f_: m¢:_a.Omtl_/t estlw
U102 131-11-3 1,2.84H_eCt4K_lrOOx'_C ac¢l, _rnet1_ tst_
U107 117-84-0 12.Benzer41qeca_Qx_ a¢)d, (:ko¢1_ etlle_
U070 9S-SO- _ Benzene, t,2-_cnloro.
U071 541-7"J- 1 04mzene, 1,3-¢liaCflk_'O.
U072 106-46-7 Benzene. 1,4.<kChlm_

U(MO 72-S4-6 B4m,tene, 1.1'-(2.2-0x:nlotoetr_10m(4-cntoro-
U017 94-.67-3 Benzene, (d_v_omefft_n).
U223 2_d71..62-5 Benzene. 1.3<llmm_onatomelr_ fR,T)
U239 1330-20-,7 Ber_e_e, dtmttr_#. (hT)
U201 106-46-3 1,3-84mzemmml
U127 118-74..I B4_qme, rmxlcl'dOro.

U05_ 1I0..42-7 Bertzlme. hexltWOrO- (I)
U220 _0e-48-3 Benzene. metr_.
U105 121-14-2 BMIlIIf_. 1-metrM- 2,4-dlndro.
U 106 _6-20--2 Benzene, 2.metrr#- 1.3.On,tro.
u0SS 9e-112..e Berrzerm. (_-metny_eu_). (I)
U169 94-95.-30er_o_t. nds,O.
U183 606-93-5 Benzene. pentacn_o.
U185 82..484 B4W=IN*m,p4_UIc:hiOrQ_UO.
U020 90,-00-5 84mzen_sulton_ ac_ cnk_de lC,R)
U020 9e-OS-9 _ cr,ono_ (C,R)
U207 95..94-3 Benzene, 1.2.4.5-1euK_loro-

U0_I 50.-29-3 04mz_, 1,1'.(2.2.2.tncnioroelftykdeneR_(4-crv_o-
U247 72.-43..S 0¢mzlm_. l.l'-(2.2,2.1ncf'.K)roethyko_r_H:_s(4, methoW-
U023 cJ&-07-7 Benzene. (tnct_ometl_'-
U234 99-3S-4 8enzlme. 1.3,S.mrvtro.
U021 92.-07-6

U202 ' 61..07-2 1.2-_o_.3(2HFone. 1.1<lmmOe. A _
U203 94-59-7 1,3.Beruto4mxom, S-(2.4_l)qm_)-

A-24 _I



§ 261.33 40 CFRCb. I (7-1-90 Edition)
* HaT.

weate I _ No. Sui_tance

* U141 i t20,-S4_.t 1.3-6enzoOoxo_. S-(1._oc_,_Ft.K)gO 9,4-S8,.,6 1,3-Se_zoclmxole. S-t_py0-
_64 f tO_-SS-g Benzo(rst]_nUm_ene

U248 i '0141-2 2H-1.Senzoi_sn.2.one. 4-_/_'ory-3.(3-oxo.l-i)he_).. & S4ns, _ pree4m/at concenUa_nsof 03% or leu

U022 S0.-32-.0 8e_rc)(s ]l_rene
U197 tOS-St-,I P-84mzoQu_

UQ23 9e.-eT-7 Ben_o'lc/'lic_i_e (C,R,T)
UOeS ld0,64-$3..5 2.2'.8,omrane
U021 92.,-67- 5 ( 1.1'-0_]..4.4'_

U073 91-g4-1 ( 1,1".09Phe_ )-4.4'.43i_, 3.3'.._chloro-

UOgl 119-,90-4 ( 1,1 ' ._i:dllr_j4 )..4.4' -(:ilmmi, 3,3'.<l.'_mox, y.
U095 119-93.? [I 1'.8_Pner_]-4,4'.dulmme, 3,3'-_memyl.
U225 75..25-2 Bromoform

U030 101-55.3 4.8ro_ phenyl ether
ut2e e7.4s4.,.3 1,3-1_dmne, 1.1.2.3.4,4.4'm_mcf_o.
U172 924- t6-3 1•ei,_llhllrl'w,m, N43ulyl-N.,rifoIo.
U031 71-36.-3 1.0utanm (t)

UIG9 ?0.-e3-3 2-8uulr,_4 (I.1")
U160 1338-23-.4 2.Outshone. I_rOmde (R,T')
U053 4170-30-3 2.8uten_

1_74 764--41-0 2._Jlene. 1.4-dIc/lior_ (I,1")

U143 303-34-4 2.Outll_meCaCX_,2.memy_.. 7.([2.3-dmydm_.
2-( 1.rnet_).3._ ! -oxo_.dow Jmmmyl].
2.3,5.7l-tttrlhyc_'O. t H-t:_y_ 1.yt e_tp,
( 1S-(11k_4(Z), 7(2S'.3R'). 7uJ_Ul ] ).

U031 71-36-3 n-_ny_ a_._ Ii)
Ul_S 7S.,-r_)-S cacom,_c
U_32 13765-19-0 _ c/'vommte

U238 51-79-.6 _ lad. eN etit_

U178 615-S3-2 C4man,.c ac]4. Nt_nmoso-. enid e'st_
U097 79-.44-7 C,w'O_n'_ccr_nd4.
Ul 1_ ' _11-S4-6 Can_irnomhoc ac,d, 1.2-e_.

tm_ & e_tenl

U21S i 6533-73-1 _ mo4, 0_nm_t_(1 _,)
U033 3S3- 50-4 _

UlS6 79-22-: C_'oonoo'uo_c 4_.xl, memld el.m (t,T')
U033 353-50-.4 Caroon o_ IRT)
U211 _ _5-23-5 C,a_x)n to_rec/'._
U034 _ 7547-6 CJ_Orll
U035 305-433-3 C_oqmoua

L,'036 57-74-9 CZ_k_'G4n_.a_ll • gamin4 _rneri
U026 4_4,-03-1
U037 _OB-O0- 7 C_t_'ol)tmz t_
U038 5 I0- I S-_ CJ_k:XO0ect,D_Ie
U039 59--S0--7 P-C,_oro-m._esol

U042 _0-75-e 2_oem_ v,_ en_,er
_4 _7-.G6-.3 C_o/on'n

I.,/046 107-30-2 E.,_oroq_tr_t melf_1 tll_

UQ48 95-57-4 _oDhenol

U049 3165-03-3 4"_Ik_ O..O-lQ_,mOl"te.hy_rQ( rllQnoe
U032 13765..19-0 _ _ H_,rO,. Ca_,rn s4n
UQSO 216-01-! I O'u'y,,]41_l
L._S1

_s2 .....i3i_:_;;:31c,.o,,o,.C,-e,_,_ (G,'e_ytc ac_)
U053 4170-30-3 I Cz_

_s5 so_'_ I G"mene (')U246 Cyw_m _ (CN)_
U197 106-$I-4 _2.5"C_xadmrm-1.4.dmne

UO_ 1I0.42-7 i' Cvcto_4x4n4 (I)• U129 _4-,e9-9 C,/cso_4,,_ne. 1.2.3.4.S.&._-act_k_o..

UOS7 I04_.94-1 Cy_o_e_m.,,K)n_ (I)

U130 77-47.-4 1,3-C;t_:_pent4_ene, 1,2.3.4,S,5.he_'/VorO,.

• U240 ' 94-75-7 I 2.4.0. salts & estml

t._S9 _L'_-_-3 I 04m_=,_72-54-41 0OO
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Environmental Protection Agency § 261.33

HaZ,
arcloua _ Sul:slance
wesle IINIrlCtl NO.

NO.

U0el 50-29-3 DOT
UOP2 2303-16-4 D_i_te
U063 53-70-.3 Dd_mz{i,n | antfvm

UOM _eS..SS-e O,m_o{L,h_re_
UO_ 96-124 1.2._3-_mm_'o_ne

U06g 84-74-2 _ _tr_Jate
U070 95..S0,- t o-OcNcrc_m_ne
U071 541-73.- 1 m._lme

U072 106_8--? i_O_cJ_omOenzer_
U073 91-g,4-1 3,3'-0_'_oe_
UQ74 764-41-0 i 4.0_cd_laO-2-b_ II.T)
U07S 75.,.714
U078 75-35-4 l.i.OK_tcxoetrqdene

U079 i56-60.-5 1,2.Ocnloroetnytefm
U025 1iI_ I_ emer
U027 I0_I i_o_ _

U024 111-0 1- 1 [)K:/'_orommho]W tth41ne
uoel 120-e3-2 2.4.0¢r.mo_
uoe2 8745-O 2.6.0¢_o_¢hw_
UO_ 542-75-6 _,3-Oc_orot_ooen_
U08S 1464-53.-5 1,2:3,4.OqmoW_,'ume (I.T)
UI08 i23-91- I 14.C_oII_
U028 1i7.0 i-7 I:)Jethyihearytpr, thmtate
U086 _6 i$40- i N,N'.0wtt_t_y0rmz_e
1./087 3288-S8-20.O-O,ell_ S-meo'_ _th_te
UOM 04-66-20mo_ i_melate
U089 56-S3..i ONtmytst_t>tsl_ot
U090 94- S0.-8 D_._rosa_o_e
U091 ii9-90-.4 3.3'.Om_emo_
U092 124-40-3 t:)_nem_almme (II
UOg3 60-1 _-7 p.O._tmy_amtnoLtoOenZer.t
U094 $7-g7-6 7,12.Dm_trWtOenz( s) antfvacone
UO_S 119-93-7 3.3'.l_metl'_z_l._
UO_ SO-tS.-9 _.am_a.Ovnetr_pen_y_o_emxx_ (R)
1.1097 79-44-7 I_moW cf_tonOe
U0_ 57-14-7 I. 1•0u_141tI'WIt'w_IrIIZ_
UOg,D 540-73-0 i.2.0m_emV¢_az_ne
UIOl 105-.67-9 2,4.0m_llhytl_eno_
U102 131-11-3 Dv_tJWt _Xttl_late
U103 77-78.. 1 Dvneff_ 14Jltmle
U105 _21-t4-2 2.4.0_f_'oto_m_
U106 606-20-2 2,6.0v_ototuene
U 107 I17-'84-0 0_-n-O¢1_ I:)fltrt41MIIt
UlOe 12'3-91-1 1,4.0eoxan_
U_09 _22-.M-7 _,2.Dq:_'m_'e_.e
U110 142-84-7 _o_ftamzne (I)
UI 11 621-64-7 D_.n.l_'ooym_o11_nme
U04_ t 06..09--0 Ez_¢f_onyonn
UO01 ! 75-07-0 Ethllr_ (I)

U174 I 5_P,18-5 Emanamme. N-41ffl_.N-n_lrOso-
UiSS _ 91.-80-S 1,2.Ethan. N,N.Om_th_d.N'.2.pynO,r_-N.(2-tr_mYtmelr_fl)"

U0_7 ', 106.-93-4 Etl'_4me.1.2-O_omo-
U076 75--34-3 Ethsn_, 1.1.<lecl_oro-

U077 i 107-06.-2 Ethane. 1.2.0_'l'_ro-
U131 ' 67-72-1 Etl_m_. t_xlcrv_o-
U024 1 lll-gl-1 E tl_ne. 1,1'. ( metrWM;n4H_14oJry}}Cxs( 2-cnloro-

Uii7 I 60.-2I)-7 Eth4me. I.l"-Oxytl_-(I)
U02S , 111-44,,.4 Ethine. 1,1.oxyOm(2-cl_oro-
U184 76.-01-7 ' Ethane, peatKn_oro-
U20_ 630-204 Ethane, _. I. _.2.tevlcr_ro.
U209 79-34-S Ell_ne. 1,1,2.2.teVscl_oro-
U218 62-5S..5 E manemm4mm¢le
U22_ 71-S5.-8 Ftl_lt_, i,i,i.tr_o-
U227 79-00-S Etr_ane, 1,1.2.lnclMoro-
U359 I IO-.SG-S Ett_no_, 2.emoxy.
U173 1116.-54-7 Etf_41nol.2.2'.(n_ttoso_w_s-
U004 98--e6-.2 E,'_none. i._
U043 75-01-.4 Etl'_me. c_ro-
U042 110-75.41 Elberta. _2.¢nk0ro_thOrf).
U078 75-35-4 Ethene, I. I .O_ch_o-

A-26
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HaZ.
C_em_

mNle almva¢_ NO. ,Sub_Jm¢_
No.

U079 _S_I0-S Ethen., 1,2.acmoro-,(E)-
U21O 127-16-4 Elftecm,Ill',lCtVoro-
U228 70-014 El_lett.
U112 141-71_4 Elfl_t4_luIte (I)
ul13 140-U-S EI_ _te p)
U2041 SI-7_S Ett_dcam4m_te(ufvmane)
Ul17 60-29-7 El_y¢emw (I)
Ut14 _ 111-S44 El_e_imhcr.l_u_¢ mad, JlUts& ,stm_
U067 108-93-4 Etl_m_ ¢Sll_
U077 107-,08-2 Emy**neuc_omm
U359 110--_-S E_ g_ monoemyt
UllS 75-214 E_ oracle(I.1")
U116 96-45..7 EU_tw_m,ourea
U076 75-34-3 Etl_m¢Sene¢b=n*onOe
Ul111 97-¢1-2 Eu_ mmtmcr_w
U119 82-S0-,0 EI_ mm_um_te
U120 2O6.-.44..OFk_lr_n_
U122 50-.00-0 Fom_m_m.
U12"J M-Ilk4 Fom_c ao4 (C.T')
U124 110.-00-9 Furltt (I)
U125 94-01-1 2.FurI_n_6'f_Al_ (I)
U147 106..31.-4 2.5,.FurllnOo_
U213 109-99-9 Fur_, tlMrlr_l)
U125 96-01-1 Fur_a4 (I)
U124 110,-00-9 Fu_r41_ (I)

U20_ IIM1_1-6t_ __o_. 2-Oeo_t.2.(3-mec_.3-nmmm_mdoF.,(3-
U20_ 1M413-_.._ D-Gk,coM, 2-Oeo_-2-(((_F-

¢4u'ocm_J_w_,o|-

U163 70-25-.7 C._mKIm_,N.mm_N'.nmo-N,.rmmo_o.
U127 1111-74-1 H,_,4¢_¢l_
U1211 87.-68-3 H4_oOu_
U130 77-47-4 Pi_O__
U131 67-72-1 I't_410'_o_l'_tm
U132 70-30-4 H_

U133 302-01-2 Hyarct,_r_(R.1")
1615-00-1 I"ty¢ll'_, 1.2,,O_f_-

UO_ _7-14-7 HyclrILDf_. 1.1,.dm_h_
uogg Sao..;-j.41 0,._n,.-._, _,2.<lmw_
Ut0_ t22.-_-? _. 1,2-d_l_-
U134 7(_4-3_.-3 _ 4K_ (C,T)
U134 76_4-3g.-3 _ fluan_ (C,T')
U135 7"703-0_.4 k.t_ln=_m
U13S 7783-.06-4 l,,t_reRl_n_ I-_
UO9_ CO..iS-0 H_m_ro_o_. 1._.my,.__. (R)
U116 9_4S...7 2.1m_412_cM_tll'_rm
U137 19"3-39-5 In_no( 1.2,3.¢¢llp_rene
Ul90 85-.4.¢-0 1.3._Oe_ro__
U140 78-43-1 I_ _ lt,T)

U142 143-50-.0 KqPI_
U143 _34_
UlM 301.,4)4-2 Le41droll
U144 I_.-4 L_. t_ac_to..Oltm_,an_Klmwy_
Ul4S 744_-.27-7 LlMId l_te

u144 1335-32-,4ku4 _ceu_m
u129 G&.4O-.O
u111_1 70,.2_.7 EMqNG
U147 I0_.31._ k ImtY!KIr_
UI_ 12"3-33-I_ l')y_:Ir_
U149 109-77-3
UISO 144-42-3
U1SI 7439-97-6
Ut_ 121k-o_-7_ (t.l')
UOO2 124-,40-3 _. N.m_'t,_ (t)

. U021) 74-43-0 M4mvlne._romo-
U04S 74-47-3 idmfl4_. CNOtO.(t.l')

UO_ 74-9_..3 _. clml_r¢_llo-
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Hit.

_Ck_S _ SubsUm¢o
waste liDIU'_"_ Ni), •

No.

U08O 75-09-2 i Met_ne. 0_n_ro..
U07S 75-714 Methane. 3_:nla'ock_o_
U1311 74-.86-4 Metl_ln4,

U119 62-50-0 Memanmi_ton_ acyl, emyt eltlw
U211 56...23-S Metr_ne. totracnloro-
U153 74-93-1 Me_tl'_ (I, T')
U22S 75-25-2 Methane, tnl_omo-
L._44 67-66-3 M4mane. m_loro-
U121 75-.6t)..4 Methlrm, Incr,lorofl_a'o-
U036 57-74-9 4.7.Methano-ll-I..'_Nme, 1,2.4,5,6,7,8.0.o¢lacmoto.2,3,31.4,7,7a.hexahy_o.

U154 67-56.1 Melhln(_ (I)
U155 91.60.-5 MI_
U142 143-.50..0 1,3.4. Metheno- 2H-cyclol_la ( cd ]Dimlaltm..2-orm. 1.11.3,31,4,S,S.SLSb,6-OecaCnk_OOCtanyOro.
U247 72.43-5 MemoWcnk_
U154 67-S6-.I Ik_ ilconol (I)
U029 74-83-$) MetlWi Oro_cle
Ul_ 504-,00-9 1.Mem_uuK_me (I)
U04S 7447-3 Memyl cnk0nae (I,T}
UlSe 79-.22-1 Memy, cn*orocan_nale U,T)
U226 7_-55-6 Mem_ cn_'otom_
U157 56-49-5 3-Memytcrw)_nmrene
U1SO 101-14-4 4,4 '•M4)tl'_ 2.._'liOi'OIfNM'te)
U0_ 74-9S.-3 Melhytime I:xom_Oe
U080 7S..09-2 Metl_pime CnkO_ll
U159 78-93-3 li_lU'_,4 e11_1ketone (MEK) (I,T)
U160 1338-23-4 Memyl etl'_ylketone I_OXX_l (li.T)
U138 74.-88-4 Methyl
U161 I08-10-1 kqll_d ,IoOulyt ketone (I)
U162 80-52-6 Methyl me_lte (I,T)
U16t I08-.I0-I 4-Memyt.2.1=,_mU,none (I)

U164 _S--04- 2 Methyttr,ourac_l
U010 _:).-07 - 7 MoI_ C

UOS9 20830-01-3 5,12.NIl_'ltlMIcenl<kl_'_, 8.1¢eWl-10-({3-1n'_no-E.3,6-tnOe_xY)-mlprla-k"lY_o-rllxooy_llrl_lyl)o_}"
7.8.9. tO-tetr,,hyO'o-6.8.1 _.tr_o_- _ ._tr_xy.. (8._)-

U 167 134-32-7 1.Nll_ll, Ullenamme
U168 91-59-8 2.N_ma_rnme

U026 494-03-I N_._thaHm4mme. N.N'.I:)r_2 -C,qk:_O4tl_yl).
U_6S 9_-20.-3 N&D('_Ih_HIf_I
U047 91-5_-7 NaDmhalene. 2-crfloro-
U166 1:)0.-15-.4 1,4. NiiNltrtlllQn4_ior_
U236 72-57-1 2.T.Nll_(l_ltemKIm_lon_ IC_. 3,3.((3.3.

_mett'_( 1. I .1:)_1 ]4.4 ._yl)l_s(_oi_s( 5.1mmo-4.ny_roxy ]-, teull_x_um sa*t
UI_ 130- !_..4 1.4.N_
U167 134-32-7 alOha_N_mymmme
U168 91-59-8 beti.NiDnmytln_'m
Ug17 1010_-,45-I Nttn(: IOd, tr_Ikl,w_(1-,,) Mill
U169 98,-95-.3 N_trooimzlme (I,T)
U170 100--02-7 i=-N,Uoonen_
U171 79-46..9 2.N,t'ro_'ooane (I,T)
U172 924-16-3 N-N_ol_n-OuTyllmme
U173 1116.-_)4-7 N.N_troloOeth4no_r_ne

U174 SS- 18..5 N. N_olo0mtrqtamme
U176 759-73-9 N. NlUOlO-N.411_II
U 177 684-93-5 N.Nfftolo.N.n'mtr_urll
U176 615-53-2 N. NtUolo-N .methyturltrulne
U179 100-75...4 N.N_r_
U180 930.- 5.K-2 N. N_mMX:_twotKIme
U181 9<J-55.,,,,8 5-Ndro-o-I_
U193 1120-71..4 1,2-O=aU_ane. 2,2-CkO,,Kle
U05_ 50-18-0 2H.1,3,2 _a_nosoronn.2._y, ne,

N, N.ms( 2-crt_oetrqt)letr inyOro-, 2.ox_e
Ul15 7=_-21-6 C_urln_l (I.T)
U 126 765--34-.4 O-wlnecarOoWolcMmy_
U04i I_S)-.8 O_mrmu_e.(c_omethyq-
U182 123-63-7 Pmurmld4f_1_:le

U183 608-93-5 PemllcmoroOimztm_
UlM 76,-01-7 PQnUicnioroetharm
U165 82-.68-8 Penulcmoron_roommzene (PCN6)

S_ 07-66-5 P_mtact_oro_hen_
F027

A.-2_



- § 261.33 40 C/:RC:h.I (7-1-90 Edition)
t

Haz.
wOou,s _
wtsm _ No.

No.
I! I

UllS_ loe..lo..I Iqmu_ol. 4.mem_
UlmS 504-40-0 _.3.Pm'muaN_m (t)
Ul117 62-.44,-2 P_enoce_
UlM 104,-0&-2 P'_enol
U048 95-674 Phenm. 2.,clvoro.

UO39 Sg-so-7 I_mad. 4.c_oro.3-mmm_
IJ081 t20-43-2 _ 2,4-4.mmm-
t,J062 tl74(I-.0 Pl_m_. 2.fkdmcfUc_
U069 _d%,-_1..I I_mn_, 4,4'-(1.2-(:lmthykl.2-eUlomKl_)ll:_-, (E)-
UI01 I0a_.47-0 PhenOl. 2,4-dmnmsrw_. !

_,_052 1319-77.3 Ph_Ol. _ -_
U132 70-30-4 P'l_em_, 2.2'.m4m_WC4noOm(3.4.6-mc_io_- L.
U170 100-02-7 P_. 4-nmvo-
See 07-.06-.5 Phe_. pemacr'_o-

F027
See 54-90-2 P1'mnol. 2.3.4,6.1efao'_mo.

F027
S4o 9_(P_4 P'h4e_. 2.4,_i,.tncNGro.

: F027

i See 68-.06-2 Pt'me_. 2,4,6.mc_o_.
F027

UI_O 14642-3 L.l_ony_lanme, 4.(ll)es(2-cfVGro411_)4mmol-
U 145 7446..27-7 P+_oeoho_c acld. 144_2 ...) s41t (2:3)
_K)417 3264i-_dl-.2 _oa_vo_ ac_. O.O._ S-m4mq_
UIO9 1314-.410--3 _ su_ (R)
U 190 88-44-9 P_m4_c an_
U191 109-06-4 2.Rco_ • --', .
U179 100-75-4 I_por_m_. t.r_oso-
U192 23950-S8-S Pron_m_le
U194 107-10-8 1.l>mOamamme (I.1")
UI 11 621-64-7 I-_. N._vtrOS_-N-_'O0_.
Ul10 142-84-7 1.P_emme, N-_o_y(. (I)
U066 94-12..4 Proo4k_, 1.2_0mo-3-c_,_O.. "
U063 76-47-S Pro¢)4_. 1.2.<_./V__o-

U149 109-.77-3 , Pro_
U171 79-46-.9 l_omw_. 2.ndro- (t,T)
U027 104-60--1 Pro_u'_, 2.2"-oxy0m(2-OrN_ro.

uIg3 1120-71-4 1 3.ProGlin4 li_jCto_l _'\
See 93-72-1 Pro_t_¢; a_--_cl.2.(2.4,5.mcn_'o_orf).

F027

U235 126-72-7 1.Prommol, 2.3-4m_omo- _ow_Ite (3:1)
U140 70,.e3-I 1.1_en_. 2.memy_. (I.T)
U002 67..64-1 2.1_o_41non_ (t)
UO07 79-06-. 1 2._ooen4nvoo

_243 1888-71-7 I .l_o_ene. 1.1.2.3.3.3.1_xac!_I_o.
U009 107-13-I 2.Propef_l_
U_52 12S-90-7 2.1_,_xm_mmm. 2.methyl. (I,T)
UO0_ 79-.10-7 2.Prog_rv_c _ (I)
U113 140-.68-5 2._o_enmc a_d. et_ este_ Ii)
U116 97.._-2 2.Proa_r_¢ ac_l. 2.m_ri_, en_ este_
U162 80-62-.4 2.1_oOenom¢aOd. 2.m4U'_-, N_ miler fr.T)
U194 107-10-.41 _1_'_ (I.T)
UO03 70-47-S _oc)vtene mcmonae
U140 123-33-1 3,6.Pi_zi_m_. 1,2-a_o.
U196 110-.(_I

u191 109-0&_ P._mo. 2.meu'_*-
U237 GG..7S-I 2,4.( 1H.3H ).Py_m_m_l(:l_0r_. S-( 1:_42.

cnWo ,_)ommo ].
U164 *rj(_04- 2 4(IH_. 2,3.4_l_rO._-m_m_ 2.trvomo-
U160 930-$5-2 P_y_oao_e. I._uoso,
U200 SO-5S-S Re14rpme

" U201 I(Hl-4&-3 Roli_cmo¢
U202 ' 61..07-2 _. • stairs
U203 94-59.-7 ,S4_rm
U204 77L_00._ _

• U204 7783-004 Sewvum clmmde
U_ 7,_&-S4-4 _ Su_m
U205 74414..84%-4 S4¢e_mummuft_ $4S_ (R,I")

_15 11S-,02-,6L.Senne. a_zo_.em_e (e_eq

A-29
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HaoX.

aw_oua _ Su_tancs .
waste li_emactl NO.

No,

54m 93-72-I Sdvex (2.4.5..TPI
F027

U204 1HL1-M..4 Stremozmocm
U103 T7-70..1 SuCh: _ _ esw
U189 1314..00-3 Su_r phmmnm (R)
S4e 93..76-S 2.4,S.T

F027
U297 95-04.-3 1,2.4.S.TeWoCNO_t_nt_N'4
U20e 630-204 I, 1,1,2.Tmrecf_memwte
U209 79-34-5 l,l,2,2.Tetracnlcmemarm

U210 127-18-4 Telm_f_leno
See 58-90-2 2.3,4,6- Tetracl_tam1_r_

_027

U213 109.-99-9 Teg'm/_droKaln (1|
U214 _ Thalbum(l) i_etLete
U21S 6533-73-0 Thenun(I) camanaW
U216 7791-12-0 ThaaLm_l) ¢NQnde
ug_e Tr9_-_2-0 _ crVonaeT_
U217 10102-45-1 ThlUt_m(I) n_mle
U218 62-5S-5 ThmecmarmOe
UlS3 74-r3-1 Tl"mmeman_ (I,T)

U244 137-264 TP_4_n_L_o_c dmm00o ((HtN)C._S))t._, tewamet_ft.
U219 1 62-$64 Th_lea

U244 I 137-;_-4) T_wamU220 100-,4MI-3 To_uefte
U221 25376-45-4 Tomeneammme

U223 _71-4g-5 Toluene cNocWmate (R,T)
U328 95-53-4 o-To_,Klme
U353 106-49-0 i>.ToMame
U222 636-21-5 o-TokKlme n1_rocNcx_ae
1.1011 61-82-S IH.1,2,4.TnazOl-3-11mme
U227 79-00-5 1,1,2-TncNometh_m

U221_ 79-0_-6 Tnct_oea_me
U121 75-69-4 T_m , ,
S¢m 95-95-4 2.4,5-T_

F027

64-06-2 2.4.6-Tr_
F027

U234 99-3S-4 1,3.S-TmstroOemm_ lR,T)
U182 12343-? 1.3.5-TnosanL 2.4.6-m_mt_-
U235 126-72-? Tt_2.3-_og_q) M_tCt_te

U236 , 72-$7-1 Tryl_n 0_ue
U237 66-75--1 Ur_Knl
U_76 789-73,-Ot Urea.N.em_r_roto.
U177 (i_4-_3-.5 I Urea. N.m_tll_-N-_tr_O.

U043 75..01-4 I Vm_

U248 i 81-81-2 Wilt(win. & _ when I_Ot1_ lt r.cmcm_bon_ 04 0,3% or

U23_/ 1330-20...7 Xytene (I)
U200 _-5_P-S Yotqm_41_l_.41doox_¢ llcKJ. 11.17.dmvt_'qO_.lS-((3.4._.ll_0qOrf0_d)ow|-. rf_tl_ _JItm'.

i (2MNm.t 61_mL _7_ _ebem.2OaJun_)-
U249 1314-64-7 Z_nc plloeGr_0e Z/l_Ps. _ _el_mt lt concmlllIM of 10% or

_CAS _ g_m tor _em _ _W

(Approved by the Office of M_nMement and Budget under control number 20S0-004';)

(4S ]FR 78529. 78541. Nov. 25. 1980]

EDtTOnZ,L NoT_ For I;'_0_tAL RZ_ZST_ citations a/fecting i 261.33, see the List of CFR

Sections Affected in the Finding Ald_ section of this volume.

APPZNDIX I--RtPIU_iCNTATIVE SAMPLING sampling protocols lis_d below, for sam-

METHODS pltn4j wute with properties similar to the in-
dic&ted materials, will be considered by the

Agency to be representative of the wute.

The methods and equiLment used for

sampling wute materials will vary with the Extremely viscous liquid--ASTM Sta_ndard

form and consistency of the w_,ste materials D140-70 Crushed or powdered material--

to be sampled. Samples collected using the ASTM St4md_'d D346-75 Soil or rock.like

A-30 __



Appendix B

Waste Minimization Voluntary
Assessment Forms



WASTE MINIMIZATION VOLUNTARY ASSESSMENT
SUMMARY INFORMATION

Fill Out One for Each Location

o

LocationName: Date:

Address: Assessor:

Natureof Business:

Currently have waste minimization program? Yes: No:

If so, describe:

Are the costs associated with generating the waste assigned to individualproduction units?

Yes: No: If not, how are they assigned?



WASTE MINIMIZATION VOLUNTARY ASSESSMENT

SUMMARY INFORMATION (continued)

Fill Out One for Each Location

Brief description of each major process at this location (Obtain prt_cess flowsheets if .
possible. Attachadditionalsheetsif necessary').

Raw Materials Used Products and Specs
(including radionuclides)

Name Specification Cost/unit Units/year Name Specification

B-4



WASTE MINIMIZATION VOLUNTARY ASSESSMENT
SUMMARY INFORMATION

(one form per waste stream)

Waste Stream Number:

1. Wastestream name:
(wasteoil, stillbottoms,vents,etc.)

/. Source of waste stream:
(Enter process or equipment from which waste streams are
discharged)

3. Waste stream flow/quantity:
(minimum, maximum, and average flow)

4. Is waste stream continuous or intermittent?

5. Which of the following is the cause of the waste? Mark ali that apply.

A. Process Chemistry 1. Reaction Stoichiometry
2. Kinetics

Describe 3. Yield

4. Conversion

5. Other, Explain

B. Engineering Design 1. Capacity
2. Bottlenecks

Describe 3. Pressure

4. Temperature Umitations

5. Process Layout

o 6. Process Control Philosophy

7. Instrumentation

: 8. Other, Explain

di
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WASTE MINIMIZATION VOLUNTARY ASSESSMENT
SUMMARY INFORMATION (continued)

(one form per waste stream)

Waste Stream Number:

C. Operations 1. Operating Rates .

2. Order of Addition

Describe 3. Fate of Residuals at Shutdown

4. Scheduling of Campaigns

5. Other, Explain

D. Maintenance 1. Leaking Equipment

2. Spills

Describe 3. Corrosion

4. Calibration of Instruments

5. Maintenance Chemicals

6. Cleaning Procedures

7. Other, Explain

6. What are the components of the Waste Stream?

Component ComponentOriqin

Component No. 1

Name Conc., ppm__ Raw Mat. [] Product a

Usable By-product [] Nonusable By-product [] Solvent a Catalyst [] Impurities []

Component No. 2

Name Conc., ppm__ Raw Mat. [] Product a

Usable By-product n Nonusable By-product [] Solvent a Catalyst a Impurities []
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WASTE MINIMIZATION VOLUNTARY ASSESSMENT
SUMMARY INFORMATION (continued)

(one form per waste stream)

• Waste Stream Number: ,

Component No. 3

Name Conc., ppm__ Raw Mat. [] Product []

UsableBy-product[] NonusableBy-product[] Solvent[] Catalyst [] Impurities[]

Component No. 4

Name #Ci/g__ Raw Mat. [] Product [] Usable By-product []

Nonusable By-product [] Solvent [] Catalyst [] Impurities []

Component No. 5

Name #Ci/g__ Raw Mat. [] Product [] Usable By-product []

Nonusable By-product [] Solvent [] Catalyst [] Impurities []

8. What is the current onsite disposition of the waste stream?

9. What are the current criteria and disposal limitations?

pH Radionuclide No. 1. #Ci/g

TSS, ppm Radionuclide No. 2. #Ci/g

TDS, ppm

BOD, ppm

COD, ppm

TOC, ppm

Heavy Metals:

Heavy Metal No. 1 Conc., I:tJm

Heavy Metal No. 2 Conc., ppm

Heavy Metal No. 3 Conc., ppm

• Heavy Metal No. 4 Conc., ppm

Heavy Metal No. 5 Conc., ppm

B-?
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WASTE MINIMIZATION VOLUNTARY ASSESSMENT

SUMMARY INFORMATION (continued)

(one form per waste stream)

Waste Stream Number:

9. (continued)

Organics:

Organ0cNo. 1 Conc., ppm

OrgantcNo. 2 Conc., ppm

Organic No. 3 Conc., ppm

OrgantcNo. 4 Conc., ppm

Organic No. 5 Conc., ppm

10. What are the permits relativeto waste stream disposition?

A. NPDES

B. RCRA Part B

C. Air

D. TSCA

E. 10CFR61

F. State, Explain

11. a. What is the current offsite disposition of the waste stream?

b. DispositionRate

Units: Ibs/min

gal/min

Cost Per Unit

Total Cost, Dollars
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WASTE MINIMIZATION VOLUNTARY ASSESSMENT
SUMMARY INFORMATION (continued)

(one form per waste stream)

, Waste Stream Number: i

" 12. What is the cost of chemicals currently lost in the process?

Chemical No. 1

Form: Solid Sludge Uquid Emission

Rateof Loss

Units: Ibs/min gals/min ft3/min

Cost Per Unit (dollars)

Total Chemical No. 1' Lost Per Day

Chemical No. 2

Form: Solid Sludge Liquid Emission

Rate of Loss

Units: Ibs/min gals/min ft3/min

Cost Per Unit (dollars)

Total Chemical No. 2: Lost Per Day

Chemical No. 3

Form: Solid Sludge Liquid Emission

Rate of Loss

Units: Ibs/min gals/min ft3/min

Cost Per Unit (dollars)

Total Chemical No. 3: Lost Per Day

Total Cost Lost Chemicals



WASTE MINIMIZATION VOLUNTARY ASSESSMENT
SUMMARY INFORMATION (continued)

(one form per waste stream)

Waste Stream Number:

13. Is waste stream currently being treated?

No

Yes

TreatmentProcess:

A. Carbon Adsorption K. Chemical Oxidation

B. Stripping L. Extraction

C. Incineration M. Evaporation

D. Biological N. Neutralization

E. Precipitation/Coagulation/ O. Wet Air Oxidation
Flocculation/Sedimentation

F. Filtration P. Hydrolysis

G. Distillation Q. Photolysis

H. Ion Exchange R. Chemical Reaction

I. Drying S. UV Catalyzed Oxidation

J. Membrane Separation,_,_

Treatment Parameters:

A. Are Chemicals Used?

No

Yes

Chemical

Consumption

Units: gal/min Ibs/min ft3/min
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WASTE MINIMIZATION VOLUNTARY ASSESSMENT
SUMMARY INFORMATION (continued)

(one form per stream)

. Waste Stream Number:

B. What are the treatment conditions?
=,

Temperature, °F

pH

Flow Rate

Units: Ibs/min gal/min ft31min

Treatment Time, Minutes

C. Is there existing treatment equipment? More than one may apply.

No

Yes

What Type?

A. Carbon Adsorbers Size Type

B. Ion Exchange Size Type

C. Reverse Osmosis/Membrane Processes Size Type

D. Incinerator Size Type

E. Precipitation Size Type

F. Filtration Size Type

G. Stripper Size Type

H. Bioreactor Size Type

I. Distillation Column Size Type

J. Dryer Size Type

K. Chemical Reactor

1. Neutralization Size

2. Wet Air Oxidation Size

3. UV Catalyzed Oxidation Size UV Light Wattage

• 4. Hydrolysis Size
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WASTE MINIMIZATION VOLUNTARY ASSESSMENT
SUMMARY INFORMATION (continued)

(one form per waste stream)

Waste Stream Number: i iii

L. Photolysis Reactor Size Radiation Source

M. Other

D. Other Pertinent Information
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I I II

I:';rm W_e Minimization AnmmIWm Pml_'KI By

Site Plot. UnR/COer. ChecXedBy

0ate PToi.No. Sheet ___ ot S_ Page .._ ot u

-1 ..... EPA
• WORKSHEET _1_

15a COST INFORMATION
II III

P

WM Option Description

CAPITAL_COSTS. Include ali cOStl as appropriate.
L._.IPurcflmNd Pfocmm s=qulpment

Price (fob factory)

Taxes, frelg_, Insurance

Oollvem¢lequipment com

Price for InltlaJSpain Pans Inventow

[_ Estlmmed Ik.rlm Cost

Piping

Electrtcai

Inmruments

Structural

InsulaUon/Plplng

_] Estimated Costsfor Utility Connections and New UUlltySystems

Electricity

Steam

Cooling Water

Procele WMer

Refrl0eratton

Fuel (GU or Off)

Plant Air

Inert Gall

Est_mN _s for AdCtlcnxl Eclu,pmm

Storage & Mmenll Handling

L.al_ratorylAnelyllcaJ
Other

Site Pmparmlon

(Demolition, sre clearing, ¢¢.)

EsllmanedInstallation Colts
Vendor

.

Contractor

In-house Staff
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CAPITAL COSTS (Cont.)

[_ Engineering snd Procurement Coats (In-ttmme & outside)

Planning

Engineering

Procurement

Consuname

Stun.up Costs

Vondor

Comractor

In-house

[_ Training Costs

Permitting Costs

Fees

In-rmmm Staff Coma

InltlallCharge 04Catalysts and ¢_tWnlCad8

Itam tl

Item 82

Working Capital [Raw Mmertals. PmOuct.InveiZor/. Materialsand Supplies(notetsewnetasOec_ied)|.

Item 4tl

nem i2

Item B3

Item #4

[_ Estimated Salvage Value (ff any)



ii I

F_rm Wind MlnlmUm_lanAeU_m_ont I P_area By

Site Prec. Ur_/O0er. ChecM¢l By

Date Pml. No...... Sheet _ of 6_.. Page __ of ---
I I II

. cosT,. MAo., ¢'.EPA

CAPITAL COST SUMMARY
,, ,m

COm nem Com

,,r_,...d,m... s®,m.,,
/

,,,

Idmertam

Utility C_nectl_
,,, i

AcIclitlOnllF..4Utl_rmnt

Site Pr_sarmkm
, , ,,

Inmlllltlon
,,,

Engineering end Procurement

Start.up Com

Training Coils

Pormitllng ColuI

Initial Charge of Catalym and (:_emlcsm
, , ,,, | , ,,

Fixed CoDItal Invutmiml

woncing
,

TOtal Capital IlWeeUllonl

SIIVlge Vmlut
II I III I
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I II

I Firm WmstmMIn=mlzatlonAmmument I PreDateaBy

Site Prnc. Unit/Oper. ChecJu_:lBy

Date Prot.No. Sheet 4_._of 6_ Page .... of
II I II iiii

Iwl"SdI [..,COST,N.AT,ON EPA ' "
(¢=mmu=_

4

1"] Estimated DecruN (or Increase) In Utnltles

Urllt_ DIe_IMIIm(o4'Ina'imlll) InOu_-ttlty TotalDe¢_=,llo(orIncrease)
Utility $pecunit Unitpertlm= $ pertime

.|=l i i

,,li |,l ,.

Steam
i,|

, .

Pmam Wste¢
,,

, ,

Fua (Gs=or 011)

. .,,

i t_'_,tAir ...........

INCREMENTAL OPERATING COSTS - Inct_e ali retevtlntoperatingUvtngs. Estimatethesecom on an incre-
mentalOas.=(i.e.. as(:lecmasesor increasesoverexistingcom).

BASIn FOR COSTS Annual, , Quarterly Monthly , Daily ,. Other ,

Smlmamd oumoma com Saving

Decmaes In I'SDF Fm

I:)ec='ommIn State Fm and Taxes

Decmmo In Tmlt_ Coete

Decfeses In OnaJtoTremment and Handling

Decfues In Pertaining, Reporting and RecordkNglng

Total Decrease In Olspoeal Co=U

Est=matedDecrease In Raw Materials Conmjmptlon
I I II I ii

Unit Colt Reduction In Quantity OecnmN In Cost
Matert=l= $ per unit Units per time $ per time

|iii

, i

,, . , ,

i I II L li



n'l i.j__ Lr

[F_rm WmmoMlnimUmt_rt Aseommem Prm_ua¢lBy

ISIte Pro(:.UnR/Coer. Chec_:l By
D;ite Pmi. No. Sheet 5__ of 6__ Page m of _-

liiiil i

I COST.FOMAO. EPAI II IIIII .....

Estimated Occrtue (or Increase) In Ancillary CatalystsaN Chemicals

Unit CoM i Oocl'oslo (mr Ina'qH.U,o) I1,1_ Total Decalso (or Incfoanu)
CatalyliVChemlcal $ IDea'trait Unit pea' tlmo $ per Umo

i

ii i

Estimated Oecreanes(or Ira:mm) In OI=cratingCostsand Malmenanco Lal:mrCosts
(Incluclecost of suporvmmn, Donetlts and bun:Ion).

E_tlm_ed Decrease (or Incmese) in Operltmg lind Maintenance Supplies and Costs.

Estlmstod Decrease (or Increase) in insurance and Liability Costa (explain).

EstlmaitodDecrease (or Increamo) In Omer Operating Coma (explain).

INCREMENTAL REVENUES
Estimated Incremental Revenues from an Increase (or Decrease) In Producllon or lVabl_etaOle

mmm_

By.products (explain).

,=
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Site Prnc. Un#/Cger. Cha_mKIBy

Date Pml. No. Sheet 6__ of 6_ Page __ of
I I

II

1 1 " "15 f [ COST,NFOnUA_O.¢1EPA
INCREMENTAL OPERATING COST AND REVENUE SUMMARY (ANNUAl. BASIS)

I Decmiuxu in Og4x'mlng_ oi,increlle In Revenue .re Positive. JIncrmlm in ODeratlng ,Colt or OecmmleIn Revenue Ire Neglltlvo._

I

I

opennmQ CoiWRwontm Rem ,,, $ mir y,mr
Decrease in DIsI=OmUCom

,,,, ,i

9ecmam In Raw Mmea_l Cmn

oecnm. (orInch.me)Inut.tuu c.om '
Oecn.me(ortncnmm)inC.atatymuand_icsi=
,,, ,,,,

Oecmmm (or Into.mine) in 0 & M Lal:or Cmml,,,
,,

(_' tncnmN) in O & M SuDpllu Com
• , ,,

Decmaoe (or irlcrouo) in Inlur|nceALUIl_iiltll41Coltl

Oecn_m (or incnmse) In Other Operating Com

incremental Revenues from increased (OecmmN_) Pmcluctlon

Incmmemal Revenmm from MarkotaJpleOy-producto "'
,,, ,,,

Net ODerating Cost Savlngo
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APPENDIX D

g

TECHNOLOGIES FOR TREATING MIXED WASTES

i

1. !ntroduction

When mixed waste generators have derived ali the benefits that waste minimization techniques

can provide, they may find that they are still generating quantities of mixed wastes that require disposal

or storage. Presently there are very few options open to generators who want to dispose of their mixed

wastes. With few exceptions, there are no hazardous waste facilities that can accept radioactive wastes

and, similarly, no radioactive disposal facilities that can accept hazardous wastes. The options open to

the mixed waste generator who cannot find suitable disposal for their mixed waste are (a) to store the

mixed waste until such time that suitable disposal is available or until enough of the radioactive

component has decayed so that the waste can be disposed of as a hazardous waste, or (b) to treat the

mixed waste so that it is either no longer a hazardous and radioactive waste mixture (separation of the

hazardous from the radioactive components), or (c) to treat the waste so that it is no longer hazardous.

For mixed wastes that are considered hazardous because they exhibit one or more characteristics

that meet any of the definitions specified in 40 CFR 261.21 through 261.24 (D listed wastes), there is

the option of removing the hazardous characteristics from this waste by treating the waste thereby

making it suitable for disposal LLW. If the mixed waste is considered hazardous because it contains a

listed hazardous chemical, then the only option for delisting the waste is to either destroy or remove the

hazardous component from the waste.

This appendix lists many of the technologies that can be used to treat mixed wastes. The

technologies listed are only to illustrate potential usefulness and not a complete description of ali

possible alternatives. The treatment of mixed wastes and waste in general is cverchanging and new

methods and applications ibr old technologies emerge almost daily. Usually a treatment technology is

designed to meet one or more of three objectives: destruction of wastes, separation of wastes, or

stabilization of wastes. The technology discussions have been grouped by objective.
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2. Destruction Technologies

t

2.1 Thermal Destruction/Oxidation

Thermal oxidation refers to a variety of treatment processes that seek to achieve a controlled,

high-temperature oxidation reaction between combustible substances and air or oxygen. The process
must be run under controlled conditions of retention time, temperature, and turbulence within dedicated

single or multiple combustion chambers of proper geometric configuration and size. The incineration

oxidation reaction changes the composition and physical state of the waste, usually resulting in substantial
volume reduction and destruction of some hazardous components.

A number of different types of thermal treatment equipment are currently being used to treat

organic contaminated soil and solid wastes. For relatively volatile organic compounds or where
treatment criteria are not stringent (high residual organic concentrations are acceptable), lower treatment
temperatures can be used. This type of thermal treatment equipment is usually used to treat soil

containing solvents or hydrocarbon fuels. For polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), or where very low
residual contaminant concentrations must be achieved, higher temperatures are required. Thermal

treatment equipment that falls into this category includes indirect-fired calciners and dryers and direct-
fired rotary kilns and fluid bed incinerators. Indirect-fired thermal treatment processes and rotary kiln
incinerators consist of a primary (combustion) chamber, where the soil/solids are mixed and heated to

drive off (desorb) moisture and organics, and the secondary combustion chamber, which oxidizes the
volatilized contaminants from the primary combustion chamber. Pyrolysis or oxidation of nonvolatile

organics can also take place in the primary chamber; this may be important in meeting criteria for
residual organics. The predominant type of system used for large-scale treatment of organic-
contaminated soils has been rotary kiln incinerators.

Incinerators, if properly designed, can accept and effectively treat a wide variety of waste forms

(i.e., liquids, solids, sludges, containerized waste), making them versatile. For instance, liquid injection
systems can handle pumpable liquid organic wastes, although they are unsuitable for inorganics and heavy

metal contaminated waste. A pyrolysis system can handle viscous liquids, sludges, solids, high ash content
materials, salts, metals, and halogenated wastes. The limitations of this system are that it requires

homogeneous waste input and that metals and salts in the residue may be leachable thus requiring

further treatment. Rotary kiln incinerators can handle solid, liquid, or gaseous organic wastes.
Disadvantages of the rotary kiln process are that containerized wastes are diCficult to handle, high



inorganic salt or heavy metal content wastes require special consideration, and fine particulate matter
must be limited to ensure proper operation of the system.

L

Costs for thermal treatment systems vary greatly depending on the type of system installed.

Q

2.2 Supercritical Water Oxidation

This is a relatively new technology used for the complete destruction of organic matter in waste

streams to water, carbon dioxide, nitrogen gas, and inorganic salts. The process is based on using water
above its critical point (375°F and 218 atm) as the medium for a rapid and highly efficient oxidation
reaction. Key to the success of the process of oxidizing organic compounds is the fact that gases,

including oxygen, and organic substances are completely soluble in supercritical water, whereas inorganic
salts exhibit greatly reduced solubilities under these process conditions. Thus it is possible to carry out

oxidation reactions by dissolving organic substances and oxygen in the supercritical medium, thereby
bringing them to the intimate, single-phase contact at temperatures and molecular densities that allow
conventional oxidation reactions to proceed rapidly to completion, and inorganic components can be

separated out as solid salts for safe disposal.

This process has been developed through bench- and pilot-scale tests in the laboratory on both
pure chemicals and synthesized mixtures of chemicals, but applicability to mixed waste has not been
demonstrated as of this date.

2.3 Photochemical Oxidation

Photochemical oxidation is a process by which light energy from the sun or an artificial light

source, such as an ultraviolet (UV') lamp, is used to photodegrade certain organic contaminants. Key
process variables include the molecular structure and concentration of the contaminant, the light

intensity, and the degree of mixing (i.e., exposure). For solution-phase applications, variations in
reaction conditions such as pH, dissolved oxygen level, and turbidity can strongly affect the rates and

products of the photolytic reaction. For soil applications, mobilization and solubilization of the organic
contaminants into an aqueous/solvent slurry is likely to be necessary for effective photolysis. Other
important process variables are expected to be soil particle size, mineral composition, moisture content,

, and light absorption characteristics (i.e., soil color).
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For UV treatment to be effective, the light should have adequate energy and should be of a
wavelength that is absorbed by the target chemical; the rate of a photochemical reaction (or photolysis)

is wavelength dependent. The presence of humic substances and other organic matter in the soil also
affects the efficiency of the desired photolytic reactions, especially for in situ soil treatment.

For most photolytic processes that would be used to treat aqueous streams or slurried soils, the
primary capital cost element is expected to be the photoreactor. Cost of the reactor system depends on
factors such as the nature of the contaminants, the initial concentration, the flow rate, the residence

time, and the treatment efficiency required. For in situ soil treatment using surface mixing, capital cost

components include the UV lamp system, the power supply, and the vehicle used to till the soil and to
move the UV system across the treatment area.

The most significant operating cost is expected to be the electric power used for artificial UV

irradiation. Utility costs for photochemical treatment are minimal when natural sunlight is used as a UV
source. However, in that case, the total time for treatment is likely to be longer and the associated
operating costs higher.

2.4 UV Peroxide/Ozone Oxidation

UV peroxide/ozone oxidation treatment uses UV radiation as a catalyst to improve the
performance of a hydrogen peroxide and ozone treatment system. Hydrogen peroxide and ozone are
two powerful oxidizing agents that have been applied to groundwater, wastewater, and to a very limited
extent, soil treatment. Carried to completion, organic material would be oxidized to carbon dioxide,

water, and oxides of sulfur and nitrogen if sulfur or nitrogen-containing compounds are treated. The

rate of reaction, degree of conversion, reaction mechanism, and resulting oxidation products will depend
on the particular chemical reaction conditions (i.e., temperature, pH), oxidant species, and presence of

other substances that could interact with and potentially consume the oxidant. Incomplete reaction

could result in oxygenated by-products of smaller molecular weight than found in the original waste
material. These oxidation products could be more mobile in the environment. For complex-cyanide
wastewater treatment using hydrogen peroxide or ozone, UV irradiation is required to decompose the

complexes to fragments that are susceptible to oxidation.

The primary capital cost element for aqueous waste treatment is the reactor system. The principal
factors affecting equipmer ' cost are the residence time required to achieve treatment criteria and the

aqueou: flow rate. High treatment efficiencies and difficult-to-oxidize wastes will significantly increase
the reactor system cost.
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Principal operating costs for aqueous treatment depend on the type of process. For hydrogen

peroxide or ozone generation, electrical power represents a potentially significant cost. Costs for catalyst
additives, if used, are typically minor. Electrical power can be the largest (i.e., 30 to 60%) operating cost

d

when UV irradiation is employed.

• Total unit operating costs, which include capital related charges, vary greatly for different aqueous

streams depending on oxidant dosage, UV energy, system capacity, and effluent limits (i.e., treatment
efficiency).

2.5 Radio-Frequency Heating/Microwave Heating

These technologies consist of heating an area with electromagnetic waves of varying frequencies

to thermally decompose, vaporize, and/or distill hazardous components. The vapors and gases generated
during the process are collected on the surface by a vapor barrier that acts as a holding area for escaping
gases and condensate. The liquids and gases can be, either treated as part of the process or can be

transported to an appropriate treatment and/or disposal facility. The range of frequencies used in a
radio-frequency heating system varies between 2 and 45 megahertz. The radio waves are transmitted
through the soil via electrodes placed horizontally above the contaminated area.

Radio-frequency and microwave heating techniques are most applicable to volatile contaminants

with low boiling points and easily decomposed organics in soil.

Both technologies are relatively new and little information is currently available regarding the

factors affecting the cost of implementing either technology, lt is assumed that power consumption and
soil moisture content will be the primary factors affecting the cost of a system.

2.6 Biological Processes

Biological processes destroy the organic components of mixed wastes thereby allowing it to be

disposed of as LLW. Typical contaminants that are suitable for biological processes include petroleum
wastes, such as sludges, and PAHs; chemical _anufacturing products, such as acetone; and ethanol paint

solvents. Some possible contaminants for biological processes include: trichlorot_hylene (TCE),
perchloroethylene (PCE), trichlorethane (TCA), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), complex PAHs

Q

(greater than 5 rings), trinitrotoluene (TNT), and dichloro diphenyl trichlorethane (DDT). Biological
processes will not destroy metals (but may alter them by oxidation/reduction), brine, or highly

a
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halogenated compounds. Some, however, can bioaccumulate mar metals, including radioactive ones,
which can be used as part of a treatment process.

b

Biological processes for the destruction of the hazardous components of mixed wastes are usually
some form of aerobic respiration because this process is usually faster than anaerobic digestion and does

not produce the methane and hydrogen sulfide gases that are common with anaerobic processes. On
the other hand, aerobic processes are not as effective in breaking do_a halogenated chemicals as are
anaerobic processes; therefore, it is important to know ali the components of the waste before choosing

a process.

Costs for biological treatment vary greatly depending on the type of system installed. Contaminant
concentration levels, however, substantially affect any choice of biological treatment.

3. Separation Technologies

3.1 Metals Precipitation

Metals precipitation is carried out by adding acid or base to a waste solution to adjust the pH to

a point where the metal(s) of concern have a low solubility. Often coagulants are added to the solution
to aid in the precipitation process.

One process that was developed for the precipitation of radionuclides is the Tru/Clear process.

Tru/Clear was developed at the ;_os Alamos National Laboratory and is marketed by Analytical
Development Corporation (ADC). The process uses potassium ferrate as an inorganic coagulant to

remove radionuclides and other priority pollutants from wastewaters, thus reducing them to extremely
low levels.

3.2 Ion Exchange

Ion exchange technology utilizes resins charged with exchangeable ions to remove toxic metal ions
from waste solutions and concentrate them for recovery or disposal. The benefit of this technology is

that under ideal conditions it could actually be used to separate a mixed waste into hazardous and
radioactive components. This technology is effective on cations such as Ni2., Cd2+, and Hg2+, and on

A
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anions such as CrO4 2", SeO42, and HAsO4 2". Some limiting factors of this technology are the selectivity
of the resins and exchange ions with respect to the contaminant that is the desired target, and the

, competition of other ionic components of the waste streams that may be removed preferentially thereby
"poisoning" the resin. Other limit.ing factors are pH, concentration of contaminants, and suspended
solids.

I

3.3 Carbon Adsorption

Carbon adsorption is a technique that involves the removal of organic and inorganic contaminants

from liquid wastes with activated carbon. The process works through the adsorption of the contaminants
onto a carbon matrix and is a common technology used primarily in wastewater treatment systems. The
carbon used is in either granular or powdered form, depending on its application. Typically, carbon

granules are placed in columns or vessels that are operated until the effectiveness of the carbon columns

reaches the point of diminishing return. During the treatment process the carbon becomes "spent" and
must be regenerated by the use of steam or furnace heating depending on the contaminant adsorbed.

The time required for the carbon to become spent will depend on the flow rate through the carbon and
the concentration of contaminants in the wastewater stream. The regenerating unit may be designed

to be part of the system or it may be offsite. The size and capacity of the system will determine the cost-
effectiveness of either choice.

The effectiveness of a carbon adsorption system is directly proportional to the extent of surface
area of the activated carbon. This is due to the fact that adsorption is a surface process. Generally,

surface areas range from 600 to 1,000 mZ/gfor activated carbon systems. Another factor affecting the

effectiveness of a system is the type of contaminant. Organic compounds that are less soluble in water
are more likely to be adsorbed on activated carbon. Carbon adsorption is unsuitable for the removal

of metals or oil and grease. Generally, systems are limited to volatile organic compou,ad concentrations
less than 100 parts per million.

The cost-effectiveness of a carbon adsorption system is determit_ed by the concentration of the
contaminants in the influent as this will determine the replacement frequency of the activated carbon.

Generally, carbon adsorption is used in conjunction with some form of pretreatment to reduce the
influent concentrations to a level that will make the system function cost-effectively.
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3.4 Reverse Osmosis

Reverse osmosis refers to a process in which a solvent flows through a semipermeable membrane.

The flow direction is controlled by the application of a differential pressure that exceeds the osmotic

pressure of the membrane, that is, the pressure that will just prevent the passage of solvent through the
semipermeable membrane. The components of a reverse osmosis system are the membrane, a membrane

support structure, a containing vessel, and a high pressure pump. The system is used to reduce the
concentration of dissolved solids, both organic and inorganic.

Reverse osmosis is an effective technology for the removal of dissolved solids, assuming that the

influent is properly pretreated. The technology is primarily effective in treating aqueous streams
containing less than 400 parts per million heavy metals, high molecular weight organics, and dissolved

gases. However, the technology is not reliable for treatment of wastes with a high organic content, as
the membrane may dissolve in the waste. Reverse osmosis can be used for the removal of ions such as
chromate and phosphate and for the selective rejection of toxic organic compounds. The effectiveness
of the systenl is highly dependent on the characteristics of the influent and on the design of the

semipermeable membrane.

Costs of reverse osmosis systems are determined primarily by the cost of the individual reverse

osmosis modules. More than 85% of equipment costs are for the modules. Operation and maintenance

costs are primarily associated with the antifouling chemicals that are required to keep the system
operating properly.

3.5 Distillation

Distillation of solvent wastes to recover solvents for reuse, while decreasing the volume of the

waste stream, may be more favorable than incineration of solvents. The reasons for this include cost
savings incurred by reusing the recovered solvent, and the expense of the added fuel required for

incineration (Handbook of Separations Techniques for Chemical Engineers). For nonradiologically

contaminated wastes, the economy of scale will often dictate whether the distillation process is carried
out by the generator or sent to a company that specializes in solvent recovery. Sending the waste off
site to a solvent recovery company is not as simple with mixed wastes because these companies usually

do not accept mixed wastes; therefore, distillation separation of mixed solvents will most likely be feasible
for the large generator.

_,.
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3.6 Refining Contaminated Lead

d

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) has done some bench-scale refining tests to

determine if radioactive contamination could be removed from lead by melting the lead and separating

the dross from it. They added a flux to the molten lead to promote fusion of the contamination with

the dross. The dross was then removed from the surface. The leachable lead in the dross was

determined to be below the land-ban, and therefore, the dross could be disposed of as a mixed waste.

The average decontamination factor for the lead with a known isotope concentration was determined

to be about 4,700. As a result of these bench-scale tests, a decontamination/recycling facility will

be established for the INEL.

4. Immobilization or Stabilization Technologies

4.1 Cement/Grout/Pozzolan Processes

These technologies are similar in that ali require mixing some form of setting agent such as

portland cement, grout, or lime-based pozzolanic material to dewater, stabilize, and solidify the mixed

waste. This technology can be used to treat characteristically hazardous wastes by eliminating, or

reducing below a level of concern, the characteristic that caused the wastes to be considered hazardous.

The stabilized treated waste then can be disposed of in LLW landfills.

Cement/grout/lime-based pozzolanic technologies have been commercially available and in wide

use for some time, but treatability studies should always be done to verify that the end product meets

the desired requirements. Contaminants that can affect the process parameters and the success of the
solidification include dissolved sulfates and metallic anions such as arsenic and borates.

4.2 Stabilization by Polymers

This technology is similar 'o cement stabilization in that a stabilizing agent is mixed with the waste

to form a stable solid mass. The difference is that in this technology, a monomer is added to the waste

• and mixed to form a fairly homogeneous mixture; then a catalyst is ad'-d to convert the monomer to

J,
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a stable polymeric product that encapsulates the waste. If proper treatability tests have been performed,
the end product is chemically, physically, and biologically stable.

b

Polymerization technology can be used to treat characteristically hazardous wastes by eliminating
or reducing below a level of concern the characteristic that caused the wastes to be considered

hazardous. The stabilized treated waste then can be disposed of in LLW landfills. Polymerization can
also be used to stabilize listed wastes for storage until treatment or disposal options can be found or until
the radioactive decay has progressed to the point where the waste is no longer considered a radioactive

waste. Then the waste can be disposed of at an appropriate hazardous waste disposal facility.

Polymerization shows good potential for stabilizing wastes containing organics including aromatics,
aliphatics, styrene, vinyl chloride, isoprene, and monomers such as acrylonitrile.

4.3 Vitrification

In the vitrification process, high temperatures are utilized to convert the waste into a glass
product. This glass product displays extremely low leaching characteristics and is very stable. The
process uses high currents of electricity between two electrodes to generate sufficient heat to evaporate

any moisture and produce a "melt" that slowly moves through the waste destroying some of the organics
and trapping others, along with the inorganics, in a glass matrix when the melt cools.
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